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Softball and other festivities were enjoyed on Ben Thompson Day. (Photo by Ed Sawyer.) 
Reminisctrrg on Ben Thompson Day 
·By Sarah Merrigan · - ) 
Some students saw it as sisted of a variety of items . agreed with i 1:elanie Kerr, a 
chance to take a- break from aonated by faculty as well as Thompson School student, that 
classes and have a pleasant students. this afternoon '"gives the stu-
afternoon. Others saw it as a After the auction, trans- , denls a chance to bring the 
nice way of remembering the portation was provided by teachers down to earth." In 
man who donated-th~ land on ThomP,son School to take stu- addition, Ben Thompson Day 
which their school now stands. dents to Madbury Field, where · gives Thompson School stti-
Whatever way it is looked at, a barbecue was helcl. Faculty 
1
dents a chance to ·get to know 
. this year's annual Ben Th- and students spent the after- one another outside of the aca-
ompson Day was once_ again a noon playing volleyball, base- demic setting. 
success. ball, and even an occasional Approximately 200 stu~ 
On Wednesday, Thompson chess game.. dents · turned out for 
School suspended afternoon · The opinions of l:>oth stu- Wednesday's events. Ben 
classes in order to · hold in dents and faculty concerning Fowler, a Thompson School 
auction in Barton Ball, followed the success · of the afternoon As~istant Professor, expressed 
by a barbecue and games .at.- were all positive .. Bill. Scott, a a wish to see students from · 
Madbury Field. Thompson School professor, other colleges within the Uni-
The auction, which this ' felt that Ben Thompson Day is versity at Ben Thompson Day 
year raised approximately "all about having fun." Many in the future. 
$300.0o' for the school, con-
(603)862-1490 
Frozen yogurt st()re 
opens in Durham 
All sorts of flavors to tempt your tummy 
By Kristen Waelde 
If you ask UNH student 
Chris Hennessey, frozen 
· yogur( se~ms to be a hit ·here 
in Durham; 
. Hennessey is the owner 
· of The Licker Store on Main 
Street, and she says that the 
business has been averaging 
250 customers a day since 
its opening a little over a 
week ago-and that's . 
without advertising. 
The Official Grand 
Opening was Wednesday, 
and according to Henne~sey, 
business has. been eveh , 
better than anticipated. 
The Licker Store 
specializes in frozen yogurts 
(soft serve and hard pac~ed), 
and it offers a v~riety of · 
flavors, like. "Brazilian 
Banana" and "Berries 
Fantasia," that change from 
day to day. 
There are 23 toppings _to 
choose from, both fruity and 
. dry, and also offers a 
. selection of gourmet coffees 
that also vary each day. 
The store is located in 
the front section of what · 
"used-to-be" Tanorama. 
Tanorama has now qioved to 
the back qf the building. 
"I don't think we could 
ask for a better location. 
Business is 100 percent 
better than I "thought it 
would be. This past weekend 
alone, we sold out of all the 
hard pack flavors," said 
Hennessey. 
According to Hennessey, 
she has also received .. a lot of 
positive feedback from local 
businesses, students, and 
townspeople." 
Customer Michael 
Balsam, a senior, said he 
believed it "beats Tanoramal 
And they have Poland 
Springs-that's key." 
Shana.Wible, a .12 year 
old Dutham, resident, and a 
second time· customer, said ~I 
think it's awesome. The 
yogurt is really good and. the 
service is great!" · 
Henness~y. a junior part.: 
time student and resident of · · 
Exeter, decided to open the 
Licker Store because she. 
grew "tired of always having 
to go to Portsmouth for frozen 
_yogurt." 
Darc..y Gross., a Classic 
Cone employee, thinks it's 
great to have some lo-calorie 
snacks around, like the 
frozen yogurt. , 
In regards to aQy 
business rivalry between· ~e 
two stores., Gross added, "It 
may deduct from bu,siness 
somewhat;butit's · 
understandable with the 
health and fitness phase. 
Personally, I think they 
should have had soi;nething 
like it four years ago." 
Employee Jen Bartlett, 
al~o a senior, commented, 
.. People are happy ... I think 
it's a great place for a study 
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More on t~e Hurse Trials inside. (Photo byDebbie 
Hopkins) . 
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. ····· n Horse trials prove , to be a lot of fun for everyone 
By Terri Danisevich 
Versatile equine athletes 
competed in a different type of 
triathlon last Weeken~ as 
Durham played host to the , 
annual UNH Fall Horse Trtals. 
Because the university is 
planning to build its new resi-
dential complex on part of the 
~ross-countiy course, this was 
the last event held on the old 
course. 
Horse Trials, also known 
as "Combined Training" or 
"Eventing," consist of dressage, 
cross-countiy endurance and 
stadium jumping phases. Last 
weekend's event offered two 
imposing fences, is usually 
ridden last, as was the case at 
UNH. Penalty points are as-
signed through all three phases 
and final standings are awarded 
on the ·basis of lowest scores. 
Sarah McRae, 15, of Straf-
ford, Vermont, was the leader 
of a large preliminary division 
after cross country, her favor-
ite phase. 
She had high praise for the 
coursewhichwas "Awesome!!!!! 
It went great. It rode better 
than I thought it would:" . 
levels for riders to compete in: McRae added that cross-
"training" or the more difficult country is also the preferenc~ 
"preliminary." Saturday's ofherhorse, "Dutchi". "He gets 
dressage test, which was rid_:- psyched and he just wants to 
den first, is a precise test of set go," she raved, "he puts his 
movements and is performed ears forward and acts happy." 
on the flat. McRae's father claimed to 
The Cross..:countiy jump- possess no fear for the danger-
ing phase is traditionally sec- ous sport · his daughter has 
orid on the prograip. Ridden at chosen to participate iri. "I'm 
speeds of up to or over 20 n:iph, . not frightened.," he said, "ex-
the mile and one-half course at · cept I wish it were me (compet-
UNH last Sunday had up to 18 ing}I" (McRae eventually fin-
fences (in the preliminary divi- ished seventh after she encoun-
. sion). tered problems with the sta-
According to both riders dium course later in the day.) 
· and spectators, Cross-country, Mott Atherholt, mother of 
which includes water jumps, preliminary competitor Caro-
ditches, banks and an_ assort- Hne, 17, had a different feel-
ment of other challenging solid ings about the apprehension 
obstacles, is probably the most she experiences when her 
exciting phase. daughter rides cross-country. 
holt. "To me its a voluntary 
' form of suicide. I admire her 
(Caroline) for doing it. I tiy to be 
very cool, then I .dissolve." 
One very interesting 
aspect of the sport is the likeli-
hood of riding in the same class . 
as former Olympic Equestrian 
Team members. UNH was no 
exception. Veteran Olympic 
rider Mike Plumb rode two 
horses in two divisions, win-
ning the open preliminary divi-
sion with one. 
Plumb, whose ·olympic 
equestrian career includes all 
the summer games (except for 
Seoul) since 1960, couldn't re-
member how many medals he 
has garnered in such competi-
tions. "I don't know. ~ .I'd have 
to think about it, "he said. 
Pluinb, who has jumped 
countless cross-country 
courses, admitted that he still 
gets a bit fearful every time he 
competes. "The day I stop get-
ting nervous is the day I'm 
quitting eventing." 
Last weekend brought the 
nic~st weather many competi-:-
. tors and officials and specta-
tors could remember for a long 
time. Both UNH summer and 
fall events have been haunted 
by poor wet weekends in recent 
years. 
More than one horse bounded over this Jump ovt";r the 
weekend. ( Photo by Debbie Hopkins) 
Stadium jumping, a test "I've never actually 
over a shortet course of less- . thrown-up," said Mrs. Ather-
- Julie Syr, a Portsmouth 
resident, and wife of former 
UNH Dean pf Students Bob 
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Crippled B-1B bomber 
· forced to-land 
Edwards Air Force Base, Qalif. (AP) - A crippled 
B-1 B bomber refueled over Texas and flew half-
way across the continent Wedenesday for an 
emergency landing ·on the dry lake bed where the 
space shuttle lands. The $280 ~Ilion aircraft, 
unable to unlock its nose landing gear, was 
expected to touch down on the 44-square-mile 
Rodgers Dry Lake about 5 p.m., said base spokes-
person Dottie Spiegelberg. "It's one of the safest 
areas to land," said Spiegelberg, adding that the 
hard clay surface means there are no sparks and 
minimizes ·the chance of explosion or fire. The 
aircraft, flying out of Dyess Air Force Base in 
Texas, wasn't carrying bombs. "There are no 
nuclear weapons," said Lt. Anu Sjaardema, an 
Edwards-public affairs spokesperson. An 18-unit 
disaster preparedness team was mobilized at 
Edwards, including explosives experts, a mortu-
. ary services officer, an environmental officer and 
fire department personnel, the lieutenent said. 
L.A. ·'Night Stalker' 
gets death sentence 
LosAngeles (AP)-AjuryrecommendedWedenes-
daythat convicted "Night Stalker" Richard Ramirez 
die in the gas chamber, and the devil-worshiping 
serial killer snarleq: "Big deal~ death always went 
with the territory, see you in Disneyland." Ramirez, 
convicted of 13 savage murders, rocked in his 
· chair and peered around at courtroom spectators 
seated behind him as Superior Court Judge Mi-
-chael A Tynan read aloµd the jmy's recommen-
dations, count by count. Jurors found Ramirez 
-deseived the death penalty on 19 special circum-
stances attatched to felony convictions that in-' 
eluded multiple murders, burglary and sex crimes. 
Court urges ~ove Rembrandt via fax 
'on pornography New York (AP) - Copies of a Rembrandt angel 
winged their way around the world via faxWedenes-
Washington (AP) - An apparently sympathetic Su- day, lightinginAmsterdam,JerusalemandTokyo 
preme Court was urged Wedenesday to bolster ~om- ~ to commemorate the. 320th anniversary of the 
munities· power to crack do\Vll on adult boo~tores, artist's death. "Rembrandt would have liked 
X-rated moyle theaters and other sexually oriented this," said Max Alexenberg, the ·American artist 
businesses. Several justices vigorously challenged responsible for the electronic event. · saying the 
claims that a Dallas licensing ordinance violates the. - fllaster was himself something of a techpology 
Constit:ution's free-speech guarantees, wbile they buff, using the latest equipment and techniques 
seemed rn react more warmly to· arguments by a . then available. "Heel like I'm painting on a globai 
lawyer for Dallas supporting the ordinance. John H. canvas," said Alexenberg, a former Adelphi Uni-
Weston .. a Beverly Hills, Calif., lawyer representing versity biology professor who is now chairman of 
the sex trad~ in Dallas, said the ordinance's broad the Pratt Institute fine arts department. "It's kind 
authority to deny licenses is an unlawful "prior I of a -spiritual dimension of computer technology 
restraint" on free expression. The local law goes well combined with art," said Alexenberg. "Th~se are 
beyond traditional government regulation of public Rembrandt images for the 1V generation." 
health and safety, Weston argued during a 60-minute 
high court hearing. "We're not dealing with nuclear 
power plant-;,~ he said. 
AIDS odds drop i~ 
blood tran-sfusions 
Boston (AP) - The odds of getting an AIDS infection 
from a typical blood transfusion were just l -in-28, 000 
- two years ago, and the risk is dropping more than 30 _ 
percent a year as fewer AIDS carriers are donating 
blood, a study says. "The blood supply is probably 
safer now than it has ever been," concludes the study, 
conducted by the American Red Cross. However, 
another report cautions that some peaple at high risk .· 
of the disease still give blood despite appeals to 
.refrain, and the blood banks should try harder to per-
suade them not to-donate. A third study showed that 
over 90 percent of people who recieve AIDS-tainted 
transfusions become infected - half of them become 
infected, and half of them Qevelop AIDS within seven 
years. 
NASA sets Oct.12 
space shuttle launch 
Cape Canaveral. Fla. (AP) - Engineers replaced a 
' fauly :rocket computer Wedenesday and NAsA of-
ficially set Oct. 12 for the launch of space shuttle 
Atlantis with a nuclear-powered planetary probe. 
Shuttle managers had expected to select that date 
on Tuesday but delayed the decision because ,9f a 
prob.lem in one of two computers on a rocket 
intended to boost the Galileo spacecraft toward 
Jupiter after it is released in orbit by Atlantis' 
astronauts. The bad computer was replaced by a 
spare, and NASA reported initial tests showed it 
was working fine and that there was no need to 
delay the launch. Oct. 12 had been the unofficial 
date for ·several months and liftoff is set for 1 :29 
p.m. 
\ 
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Bud Khelif talks of conflict between Israeli and Palestinians 
(Photo by Michelle Adam) 
Peace not obtained 
By Robert Sargent 
There has been enough kill-
ing and enough brutality be-
tween the Palestine sand Is-
raeli to warrant an end to the 
Palestinian-Israeli conflict, but 
peace cannot be achieved with 
conditions as they stand, said 
UNH Professor Bud Khlef in a 
presentation on Wednesday. 
__ Khleif, a 22-year veteran 
of the Sociology and Anthro-
pology department, co-pre-
sented a lecture-discussion 
titled "The Palestinian People: 
Their History and Traditional 
Culture" with Professor 
Alasdair Drysdale of the Geog-
raphy department. · 
There are three prospects 
for peace, said Khleif: the defi-
nition oflsrael's borders, pres-
sure from the United States by 
, restricting its $3 to 4 billion in 
annual aid, and the education 
of US Congressmen through 
dialogue with Jewish-Ameri-
can groups and Arab support-
ers. 
Washington's assistance in 
ending the conflict is vital, he 
said. 
Drysdale said Washington 
ought to act as a mediator and 
a translator. Forces of peace-
keeping and confidence-build-
ing need tci · be maintain~d. 
Palestinians · must be assured 
that their fears will be consid-
ered, as well as those of the 
Israeli 
Five million Palestinian 
Arabs are stateless, according 
to D:rysdale. Over 40 percent of 
the Palestinians live within the 
borders of Israel and the occu-
pied territoriesoftheWestBank 
and Gaza Strip. One third of 
the refugees outside of Israel 
are living in campus. 
"Living conditions in camps 
are very poor," ~aid Drysdale, 
similar to s_qu_atter areas of th~ 
PALESTINE, PAGE 8 
Health l~crease projected 
By John Doherty 
. University employees may Many employees claimed 
fmd · themselves shelling out to know nothing about the new 
more money from their pay- proposed deductions. A full-
checks for medical benefits this · time employee, who wished not 
year. to be identified, said she "had 
According to an article in no idea about the increases," 
the Campus Journal, medical and they did not bother her 
· deductions for University fac- because "medical deductions 
ulty and staff will rise signifi- are low here ( at UNH)". 
cantly. Medical benefit costs 'Flexible benefits would 
for the university have risen allo'w employees to choose only 
147 percent over the last six the benefits they want. This 
years. . would lower their . deductible 
Employees with ' single and it is one method being dis-
coverage, now paying no de- cussed, cited the Campus ' 
ductible, would pay $123.50 Journal. -
annually under the proposed A vote on the increase was 
plan, while employees with two- postponed by the trustee per-
person coverage would expert- sonnel committee because they 
ence an increase from $52 to believed theyhadnotbeengiven 
$305.50 annually and family enough information to vote on. 
coverage would increase from · The committee will nieetagain 
$156 to $487.50 annually, · on October 11 to further dis-
acco~dirig to The -Campus cuss the measures. 
Journal. 
~- ' ~-: -~ ~~;~1 .... ,. ~ 
New restaurant Serves good food~ checlp · 
By Laurie Jackman 
Looking for a new altema- meals at low cost to the public. restaurant said, .. We are sig-
tive to dining hall food? Tired of AlookatStacey'smenuforthe nificantly cheaper than our 
paying high pricesformealsoff _ semester ~hows that sand- competition because we are 
campus? · Maybe you should wiches from tuna to ham and student-run organiZation." 
try Stacey's, the student-run cheese can be purchased for "Stacey's is self-sufficient. 
restaurant,justopenedforthe · just $1.00 to $1.95. There is a budget we use to 
semester at Barton Hall. Other menu items posted start _with, but then revolving 
The self-sufficient res tau- include four types of club sand- funds go in and allow 14s to buy 
. rant, organized by Dr. Roy wiches rn:nging from .$2. 75 to things," said Dave O'Brien. Any 
Alonzo and instructors Char- $2.95, tossedsaladsfor$1.00, profit that Stacey's makes is 
les Caramihalis and David O' and beverages for either $.40 put directly back into the busi-
Brien, · is operated by the ten or $.50. In addition to these · ness to buy food or equipment 
'senior culinary arts and food items offered, there are daily as needed, said O'Brien. 
service management majors at spec;ialson.entrees, vegetables, This circulation of funds 
the _Thompson School.· - fresh breads and bake:ry items. allows the organiZers of Stacey's 
-- According to its organiz- The restaurant also offe_rs to purchase seasonal items all 
ers, the restaurant hopes to a buffet menu every Wednes- year round. "We have out-of-
succeed in producing quality day, where there is always a season products that people 
food at a low prices, while si- variety to choose from, empha- wouldn't think of buying in the 
multaneously giving its opera- siZed O'Brien. Each day, a grocery store, for not much 
tors the hands-on experience different theme is used at more money than they would . 
needed for becoming success- Stacey's; ' for example, · pay if the product were in sea-
ful in their fields. Tuesday's menu had specials son," said O'Brien. 
Stacey's, which was named that were low-calorie for the The result is a wide variety-
afterStaceyCole, graduate and health-conscious eater. . of food, and complete entrees . 
life-long sponsor of the Th- The daily manager at ·· not exceeding $3.00 to $3.50, 
ompson School and columnist Stacey's has the responsibility added the instructors . 
for the Union Leader, is open · to plan out the menu and see Daily manager Heather 
on Tuesdays, Wednesday and that things run smoothly in Bergeron noted a benefit ofthe , 
Thursdays from 11:00 a.m. to the restaurant. The operators restaurant as she said, 
12:30p.m. ltfeaturesavariety have been successful in doing "Stacey's is not run for the 
of sandwiches, soups, salads, so since Stacey's opened · for money, it's run for the stu-
desserts and daily specials. the first time in the spring of dentstogetexperience." Thus, 
The restaurant organizers 1987. the amount of profit is not as 
andoperatorspridethemselves Instructor Charles Car- _ important as long as the res-
on the fact that they are able to amihalis when talking about taurant can remain self-
produce healthy, good-tasting the principles behind the RESTAURANT, PAGE 11 
. Looking to the future on fair day 
By S~y Foot . . 
Yesterday, in the Gran-
ite State Room of the MUB, 
UNH students were invited to 
attend the sixth annual Gradu-
ate School Day. They were 
given the opportunity to evalu-
ate forty-five graduate schools 
from around the country. 
.. Most of the representa-
tives from the schools were very 
pleased with the outcome, .. said 
, Hoff. "There was · always at 
least one or more students at 
. the different tables inquiring 
about the schools." · 
The Career Placement 
staff at the registration desk 
agreed that the day had gone 
well, regardless of the fact that 
there were less schools and 
students · attending this year. 
They believed that budget re-
According to Nancy Hoff 
from the career Planning and 
Placement Center, the daywent 
well. Approximately 430 stu-
dents attended, she said, which 
was just under last year's at-
tendance of 500 students. - ductions both at the graduate 
schools and with student's · 
personal budgets limited the 
attendance. 
Only 12 students crune 
to Rae" Carlson's table from 
Clark University Graduate 
School of Management. She 
· said that the day would have 
been successful · even· if only 
one or two students • crune to 
her table. 
This year was the first 
time that Clark University had 
GRADUATE, PAGE 8 
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Iraqi aid ousted 
over towels 
Baghdad, Iraq (AP) - President Saddam 
Husseim was so shocked by the dirty bathroom 
and dirty towels in a district governor's office that 
he dismissed him, an official announcement said 
yesterday. "If the governor himself is not clean and 
tidy, how will we manage to raise the standard of 
our people," Mr. Husseim was heard saying on 
television earlier · in the week while visiting the 
office of Mustafa Fatah, the gov~rnor of Darban-
dikhan; which is 188 miles northeast of Baghdad. 
- ,.. N.oriega re_gains 
control in Panama ✓ 
Panama City (AP) - General Manuel Antonio , 
Noriega appeared to be consolidating controf over 
his restive armed forces Wedenesday following a 
coup attempt by elements of his personal guard in 
which at least six persons were reported killed. 
Noriega said the uprisingwaS'"the result of United 
States aggression and that "the North Americans 
wanted to overthrow me." This is the second co~p 
attempt ori Noriega· in 18 months. · 
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Strained U.S. Ties 
reported in China . 
Beijing - An analysis prepared for the chinese 
leadership said Wedenesday that china's relationship 
with the United States has det~riorated sharply and 
will continue to be rocked by new conflicts, but that 
President Bush is quietly trying to limit the damage. 
· The n!port also suggested that the White House is 
subordinating human rights to its friendship with 
Beijin.,g. 
Jewish leader m.urdered 
in Belgium 
Brussels - A gunman waiting in a hospital 
parking lot fatally shot the leader of Belgium's Jewish 
community Tuesday. Israeli and European commu-
nity leaders speculated Wedenesday that the slaying 
was an Anti-Semitic or Political act. Police said 
Joseph Wybran, 49, was shot once in the head from 
close range.at about 6 p.m. Tuesday as he approached 
his car outside Brussels University Hospital, where 
he headed the immunology department. He was 
immediatly rushed into · surgery but died early 
Wedenesday: No one has claimed responsibility for 
the killing ar;id Police are currently investigating 
whether the killing was racial or political. · 
E~st G.erman refugees 
clash with police· 
Hof, West Germany (AP) - Eight trains 
carrying East German refugees from Czechoslova-: 
kia reached freedom in Hof,-west Germanyyester- · 
dcly. However, officials say the number ofrefugees 
is far below the eleven-thousand they expected. 
Thousands who tried to · board trains along the 
route clash~d with police. Police- used water 
cannons arid beat refuge~s who crowded a: train 
sytation in Dresden, East Germany, witnesses 
say. , 
China denounces 
Nobel Peace Prize to 
Dahli Lama 
China (AP) - The Chinese Embassy in Nor- · 
way denounced yesterday's decision to a\Yard the 
1989 Nobel Peace Prize to the Dalal Lama as inter-
ference in China's internal affairs. The Nobel com- · 
mittee cited the Dalai Lama's non-violent $truggl(; 
to free Tibet from Chinese rule. 
1,,., 
I . 
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COAST wilf get you there 
Buses are trying to ·arrive on tillle 
By Colleen Murphy · 
COAST Buses - are they 
worth the wait? 
,A UNH student stands 
waiting at the entrance .of the 
Fox Run Mall, for the COAST 
(Cooperative Alliance for Sea:. 
coast Transportation) bus 
back to Durham that should 
have arrived 10 minutes ago. 
She becomes weary and 
shifts the cumbersome pack- , 
ages that load her down to her 
other ami. She glances down 
at her watch, growing increas-
ingly more impatient as each 
minute ticks away. Does this 
scenario seem familiar? 
Recently, complaints con-
cerning the unpunctuality of 
the Coast buses have been 
reported by students who 
count on the free transporta-
tion service. 
According to Dirk Tim-
mons, manager of the COAST 
service, a . five to ten minute 
latearrival of a bus (most likely 
a late afternoon·one) can often 
be attributed to "additional · 
traffic." 
In an effort to improve 
service, Timmons said the only 
bus routes to be critiqued are 
the8:00a.m. to Durham, and . 
the 4:35 p.m. and the 5:05 
p.m. buses to Portsmouth and 
to the malls (4A and 4B). 
"In the beginning the only 
complaints we were receiving 
Timmons. 
Other than the 8:00 a.m. 
toute, Timmons said, "I think 
the only buses that probably 
would be late are the 4:00 p.m. 
to 5: 00 p.m., and I would think 
that it would be because of the 
traffic." 
A student smvey of the 
4:00 p.m. bus to Portsmouth 
(4B) one Wednesday afternoon 
proved that the bus was indeed · 
consistently five or six'minutes 
latearrivingatanyofitssched-
uled stops. 
The conges_tion of Main · 
Streetatthetimethatstudents 
are leaving classes and people 
are getti_ng out of work, com-
pounded with the usual "rush 
hour" traffic on the road, makes 
this a !<bad time of the day", 
said Timmons. 
"I think we do rather well 
· to only be five minutes late, but 
unfortunately its something 
that you just can't control," 
. Timmons said. 
"It hasn't changed any. It's 
_ been that way (for years). It's 
just maybe people are talking 
(about the problem) more:" 
C- He believes that freshmen 
and sophomores are probably 
the only ones with gripes about 
the lateness, because the older 
students have come to accept 
an occasional five or 10 minute 
wait. 
in our office was that the one • . - . 
that gets back here at 8:00 "Itisalittl~late,"saidsenior 
a.m. was running late, ... but Michelle Keating. "I think on 
weputaseniordriveronit, we weeken.ds it's worse, but it's 
put up notices that we'd have · not too bad. It has never been 
to be five minutes earlier, and more than five minutes late." 
we seem fo have taken care of When asked if he had .any 
it. Students are getting here problem with the COAST bus 
(Durham) at 8:00 a.m., and system, Junior Mafk Langois 
f?tudents are getting to their remark~d, they are late "~11 the 
classes at 8:10 a.m.," said t. i • 
time ... but as long as it's not an 
hour late, I don't mind. It's , 
better than walking in the rain 
or snow. I'm only going to use 
the buses until I can get my 
car." 
Another student, Sopho-
more Sue Thompson said, "I 
don't even notice;" when asked 
if she ever had to wait around 
for a bus to arrive. 
If the culprit behind the 
tardiness of the later afternoon 
buses is traffic·, then what can 
be do~e to remedy the situ-
ation? 
Timmons points out that 
one possible solution is for the 
buses to pick up passengers 
five minutes earlier if they know 
that they are going to run laie. 
However, Timmons notes 
that passengers planning to 
board, say, a 3:05-p.m. bus, 
might miss the bus ifit arrived 
at 3:00 p.m. They would have 
it in their minds that it was 
coming at 3:05 p.m.and this 
might "throw them off." 
Timmons believes that in 
the beginning·ofthe semester it 
is always harder for tli-e buses 
to keep to their schedules, but 
that, hopefully, by November, 
if not earlier, COAST patron. 
will witness a change for the 
better. 
"We tiy and we do the best 
we can," says Timmons. 
RobertNegm; a junior, said 
'"I dbn't think you should criti-
cize the system at all. ,It's a 
privilege. They (UNH) don't 
have to provide free transpor-
tation at all. The Coast buses 
used to be reformed school 
buses and now, they are like 
lUXUIY liners. You can't com-
plain." 
Volunteers aid 3rd World countries 
By Heather Grant 
Graduation. What looms the Peace Corps without a 
afterward? Have you ever degree these days. They are 
dreamed of living in a hut on an becoming more and more se-
African plain, helping natives lective and so are the host 
improve their way of life? Ever countries." 
thought o,f joining the Peace . "You have to have a vari-
Corps? ety of reasons to go. There are 
For the past twenty eight those people who go ~ecting 
years, the Peace Corps has gone to change the world ... You have 
throughvariousstagesofpopu- to have your own selfish rea-
larity. Now, with a growing sons to go too." 
number of college graduates, The Peace Corps does not 
and retirees falling into the accept just anyone. According 
trend of "volunteerism", the to Fletcher, there are no spe-
Corps now receives 4 to 5 cific age or degree require-
applicants for every position ments, but , most volunteers 
available. are in their twenties and hold a 
Since the ~irth of the pro- college degree of some kind. 
gram in 1961, Americans vol- The Corps seeks people 
unteering to help in underde- with knowledge ih engineer-
veloped third-wbrld countries ing, business, health, skilled 
have realized the truth behind trades, liberal arts and' teach-
the Peace Corps slogan, "The ing as well as other professions 
toughestjQb you'll ever love." that an underdeveloped coun-
"Whoever coined that ' try may be in need of. 
phrase must have really known The application process 
what they were talking about," . involves various stages , of pa-
said Jane Fletcher, a former perwork and interviews (which 
PeaceCorpsVolunteerwhonow can be done in ihe recruiting 
recruitsatUNH. "Itwasagreat office on campus) before a 
experience." person is considered for a posi-
"It's really hard to get into tion. 
Only about 300/4 of Peace 
Corps applicants actually make 
it through the whofe process M 
and end up in a host countiy, : 
said Fletcher. - a 
Once accepted, the volun- ~ 
teer goes through a series of : 
training and orientation steps, a 
bothhereandinthehostcoun-: 
tiy. a 
If you're are expecting to • 
relax in a grass hut in Africa 
then you need not apply. Proj- · a 
ects vary depending on the a 
needs of the host country. 
The Peace Corps strives to ii 
make a lasting impression by 
not doing things for the na-
tives, but by helping them 
help themselves. 
The most recent Peace ii 
Corps literature shows volun-
teers iii the.Dominican Repub-. ii 
lie helping farmers improve ii 
seed varieties, crop storage and 
marketing strategies. 
In Nepal, a volunteerwork-
ing at a School for the Deaf is 
developing the first sign lan-
guage dictionary in Nepali. 
According to Fletcher, flexi- ~ 
Calendar 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 6 
Last day.for grads to carry more than 16 credits without .: 
a surcharge. 
Last day to drop or change to audit ($25 per course late 
fee continues to apply.) 
Last day for • undergraduates to carry more than 20 
credits without a surcharge. 
Library Exhibition - ."The Palestinians: Their History 
and Tradi:tional Culture." First Floor of Library. regular 
hours. Thru Oct. 22. 
University Theater - ''The Foreigner.''. Johnson Theater. · 
8pm. (Please not: The Elephant Man was incorrectly listed in 
October calendar, it was replaced by "The Foreigner." 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 7 
Baseball vs. Southern Maine, nn=oon 
_ Men's Soccer vs. Vermont. Field House,. 1pm 
Women'sTennis vs. Rhode Island. Field House, 1pm 
University Theater - 'The Foreigner." Johnson Theater, 
8pm 
SUNDAY. OCTOBER 8 
Baseball vs. Keene State. noon 
Fire Prevention Awareness Day - In front of Burgeri 
King, Durham. noon to 3:30pm · 
Great Bay Food Coop Dinner - Featuring Lasagna.! 
Alfredo. Stone Church. Newmarket. 6pm, $6 per person. 
Information: Alice, 862-2264. 
MUSO Film - "Persona.'; MUB, 7 & 9:30 pm' . . 
MONDAY, OCTOBER 9 
Yorn Kippur 
Lecture - "From Seabrook to Perestroika: Nudear Fixa-
tions in a Changing 'World." Howard Morland, Vietnam 
Veteran,· revealer of H-Bomb "Secret." Belknap room, MUB,. 
4pm. 
Lecture - ' he Palestinian Experience," ·an art in society 
lee re, Professor John Voll. History and Professor Barbara 
La: m, Anthropology. Room 223, Paul Arts, 7 to 8:30pm. 
Boozometer - Upper Lounge, Hall House, 8:30pm. 
TUESDAY,OCTOBERl0 
Plant Science/Forestry Scholarship Deadline - Appli-
cations in Suzanne's Booska's Office, TaylorHall. 
English Dept.Book Sale - Hundreds of new and used 
books. Proceeds to benefit Lindberg Scholarship Fund. Foyer, 
Hamilton Smith, 9am to 4pni. , ., " , ~ · 
Asian Studies Seminar - Allen Linden Dept. of History: 
'Western Influences on Chinese Education, 1895:.1928," 
Hillsborough Room, MUB, 12:30pm. 
Men's Tennis vs. Providence. Field House, 3:30pm. 
. Women's Tennis vs. Colpy. Field House, 3:30pm. 
Earth's First Road Show - Sponsored by NHOC. Enter- · 
tainment, education, and · inspiration with Roger Feather-
stone bringing Earth's ,First vision of increased wilderness 
and environmental awareness. Horton, 7pm, $2 donation., 
suggested. -
Faculty Lecture Series-"Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of 
Happiness: America's Modest Revolution," John Kayser, 
associate professor of political science. Alumni Center; 
7:30pm. 
COME JOIN THE PARl'Y 




85 Brown Ave 
Hampton Beach 
(Be.hind the Fir~ Station) 
ALL UNH STUDENTS 
HALF-PRICE AT THE DOOR WITH 
STUDENT I.D. 
(Plus Proper Liquor I.D. Required!!) 
Doors Open At 8:00 PM 
PAGE6 ~. -
-On The Spot 
Have· you been approached by any of the-religious organizations in front of 
Murkland ~d how do you feel about them being there? · 
'Yes, I've been approached and 
I don't mi~d them being there · 
at all. . I think anyone has the 
right to express their opinion 
with religion or whatever, ,but I 
don't like being made to feel 
guilty if I don't agree with 




"No. i haven't been 
, approached and U doesn't 





UNH 12th ANNUAL 10K HOMECOMING. 
ROADRACE , 
"There's No Place Like Horne" 
I • 
OCTOBER 21, '1989--Start Time 9:00 am 
n 
Sponsored By UNH Recreational Sports Dept., 862-2031 for 
info. · 
To Register Entry Fo~s available in the Recreation.al 
Sports Office, R~ 151, Field House, Durhain 
NH, 03824 
Entry Fees $8.00 pre-race, NO LATER THAN OCT 18, 1 
4pm $10.00 race day entry fee 
CASH·& MERCHANDISE AWARDS IN SPECIFIC · 
AGE CATEGORIES AND OTHER SPECIAL 
CATEGORIES 
T-SHIRTS given to the first 300 entrants & first 50 race ·volunteers. 
Interested workers should cont~ct Linda Luttrell at 862-2031, ASAP 
Prize/ Product Sponsors Include: UNH Alumni Office, Attitash, 
AVIA, Benjamin's, Deke's Ski Outlet, George & Ph1llips, Hayden . 
Sports, The Club at Greenleaf Woods, Glory Daze, Louise's Sport 
Shop; ·Portsmouth Athletic Club, Positive Steps Fitness Center, , 
Shaw's Smart Food,_Tri-Level Sports, Weeks Dairy, The Works 
Athletic Club. 
'Yes, and I called them 
heathens a:Q.d. said they were 
going to bum in hell" 
"I haven't been approached~ 
They have as much rtght to 
solicit in front of a building as 
any other group. In a place of 
higher learning I can't see why 
people would want to purposely 
delude themselves with non-
existant entities." 






Peace Corps ... 
the benefits are out ·, 
of this world~ 
While working in the Peace Corps, you . 
help others to help themselves and you 
benefit yourself. Some of these benefits 
are: 
~ . , >, ,~ 
• Valuable overseas work experience-
helpful when applying to grad-
uate schools and jobs after 
Peace Corps; · 
• Language skills; 
• Postponement of educational 
loans; 
• A $5,000 readjustment allowance 
at the end of your two years; 
• And much more! Look us up. You 
won't regret it. 
Peace Corps Representatives 
are here in Wolff House 
Mon.-Thur. 10-3pm 
862-1880 
Information Session scheduled for 
Tuesday, Oct. 10th from 7-9pm 
Forum Room, Diamond Library 
' · .PeaCe Corps~ 
the toughest job yotfll ever love 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, FRIDAY, OCTOBE 
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.Juggling was on hand at the MOB on Wednesday. (Photo by Ed Sawyer) 
Juggling club growing 
By Laura, A. Deame 
In the· Carroll Room of the the club has been in existence can pick up-the basics of jug-
MUB_ each and every Wednes'- · for over eight years, and is glingvery quickly. "The trick is 
_ day night you can learn that quickly growiI).g in numbers learning to concentrate on the 
special skill that'~ impressed and popularity. flight of the ball, using your 
yQu since childhood. That's - ''We like to keep things peripheral vision." 
right, juggling. ,,· 
1 
informal so people aren't in- :According to -
Last Wednesday found timidated. It's for anyone who Arocha, . this . is, important, for 
about 12 jugglers prac-t;icing at · wants to learn. Sometimes the craft depends on basic eye-
. several ' levels o( expertise. people""fwill walk down the hall hand· coordination. Most be-' 
These and others comprise a and stop in to juggle a couple of ghmers start jugglingw:tth three 
diverse group of members not minutes." _bean-bags, then move up to 
only from UNH, but from all Anderson said that the club balls, · and then start juggling · 
over the Seacoast. has received about 10 new- , clubs, half-pound objects that 
Notices 
ROP PROPOSAL WRITING WORKSHOP: Dr. Den-
is Meadows, Director of the Policy and Social Science 
esearch Center, will lead students through the steps 
ecessa:ry to prepare a competitive research proposal. 
1 interested students and faculty are invited to 
attend. Students applying for UROP research sho_uld 
attend this works.hop. Monday, October 9, Room 125, 
amnton Smith, 7:30 p,m, 
E QUEST FOR THE DRAGON'S _AMULET: Spon-
ored by Medieval Recreation Club, Comqination 
reasure hunt, role-playing, medieval questing and 
oard gaming fun! S1:1nday, October 8. Meet at 
illsborough Room, MUB, 11 a.m., $3. 
NATIONAL COMING OUT DAY": Office of Health 
ducation and Promotion has planned a day in con-
. ·unction with "National Coming Out Day". October .11-
a day of.celebration and coming out for Lesbians, -
ays and Bisexuals. Table at MUB during day with in-
ormation on sexuality issues, and T-shirts for . sale to 
enefit UNH and National org~nization. Program, 
Sharing Our Stories," Carroll Room, MUB. 3-4:30 
.m. Gay men and Lesbians share their coming out 
experience. Call Healgh Education 862-3823 for infor-
ation. . . 
GREAT BAY FOOD COOP: October is National Co-op 
onth! Non-members may .shop at 10% reduced 
ates. We offer all sorts of good food, from tortilla 
hips to maple syrup, Wednesday, Hubbard Hall rec=-
eation Room, 4:30-7 p.m'. · 
"THERE 'S NO PIACE LIKE HOME" HOMECOMING 
'.ARADE: Sponsored by Campus Activities Board. 
. _ oking for antique cars or c<;mvertibles to participate 
in annual Homecoming Parade on Friday, October 20; 
1\1eet at Undergrad Apartment Complex, 4:45 p.m. 
:::.formation: Kelly Jenkins, 862-1001. 
Julie Anderson, president comers this fall, and the aver:. look like bowling pins. UDITIONS FOR "THE COMEDY OF ERRORS": 
of the UNH Juggling Club, said age attendance per, meetirtg is T r o Y Sponsor;ed by Theater and Dance Dept: Semester_ II 
she started juggling when "I anywhere from 15to25people. Johnson, a student from the roduction/tour open to all students. Sign up for au- · 
used . to live over in ~aton Chris Arocha, from University of Maine at Port- J dition times on Hennessy Theater bulletin board. Ad-
House, and people out there Portsmouth, was working oq land, had come down to the ance required_material in D-22, Paul Arts beginning 
were always juggling in ·the Juggling five balls at once. A meeting at UNH like he usually, October 2. Auditions held Mond_ay, October 16 and 
hallways " - serious juggler for the.last year,_ 
· JUGGLING. PAGE 16 uesday, October 17 un Room A-218. Pau1 Arts, 7:30- ' 
Anderson explained that Arocha said that most people ________________ ..,.... ___ iiiiiiii, _____ ,.
1 
____________ - 11 p.m. each night. 
~ 
Rocks & Rolls to a Steady Beat 
Wednesdays, 8 - 10 p.m. ' 
Good Old Rock 'n Roll plus R & B on the O ldies Show 
MEETINGS · 
NATIVE AME'RicAN · 
CULTUR4 ASSOCIATION 
MEETING: registration 
and election nominations 
will be taken and commit-
tee assignments made for 
upcoming . seminar. Short 
presentation on Indians of 
the Lamprey River area. 
Monday, October 16, Rm. 
, 304, Ho_rton Social Sci-
ence, 7:30 p.m. 
MEDIEVAL RECREATION 
CLUB MEETING: Final 
~---------------------------• meeting for playing Talis- · 






Brothers of 'AXA 
quest. NPC characters will 
be chosen. Tuesday, 
October 10, Graf-ton · 
Room, MUB 6-9 p.m. 
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE 
ORGANIZATION MEET- _ 
ING: . Tuesday, Notch 
Room, MUB, 12:30-1:15 
p.m. 
VEST MOON.AMERICAN INDIAN SEMINAR: 
Sponsored by Native American CulturalAssociation. 
Guest speakers and exhibits from across northern 
ew England will be presented on a variety of Native 
erican Indian topics ranging from tipi life, etiquette 
and customs to traditional and contempora:ry dress. 
Saturday, OctobeF 28, Hamilton Smith Hall, "noon fo 5 , 
p.m.-, free (donatio~s accepted). 
_HEALTH 
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS MEETINGS: Closed 
meeting ~ open to those "who have a desire to stop 
drinking" only: closed step meeting on Friday. 'Monday 
thru Friday, Rm. 201A, Conference Room, Health 
Service Center, noon~ 1 p.m. ( 
AL-ANON S_:l.JPPORT GROUP MEETING: Monday, Room 222, 
Medical Li,brary, 2nd floor. Health Service Center, noon-1 p.m. . . / . 
OEA (OVEREATERS ANONYMOUS) SUPPORT GROUP 
MEETING: Tuesday, Room 201A. Conference Room. 2nd floor, 
Health Service Center, 1-2 p.m. · 
ACOA SUPPORT GROUP MEETING: Friday, Room 20)A, 
Conference Room, 2nd floor, Health Service Center, 1-2 p.m. 





continued from page 2 
SQUAS.H 
AND STUFF 
By Ellen Harris 
I made my first feeble attempt at the game of squash 
today. How'd it go? Well, it's funny you ask. 
First ·or all, what kind of a name is squash? Yeah, 
maybe I did get sqt,1ashed by my opponent, but that's besides 
the point. It wasn't my fault. or faults, shall we say. 
i{ A squash ball looks like an immature, blue, rubber-
:_~ed ping poQg ball. And they took the bounct: away! What fun 
Gallo, came out with 
friends and family for the third 
year in a row to "enjoy the 
beautiful day" and the compe-
tition. "It's a fun event to watch 
and the kids love· it." 
In fact, instead of 
the boggy mud, a big challenge 
for competitors in the galloping 
lanes seemed to be the large 
number of spectators milling 
about on sections of the course. 
They were sometimes in the 
paths of galloping horses, ob-
structing the view of both the 
horse and rider's as they ap-_ 
proached a fence. 
Virginia Reynolds, 18, 
of Columbia, South Carolina 
. also rode in one of the prelimi-
nary divisions. She acknowl-
edged "there were too many 
· people in the way .. .I was 
shouting 'heads_ up', but they 
just stood✓- there!" , 
Acc9rding to Mark 
Weisbecker, a .dressage judge 
and member of the ground jury, 
"everything ran smoothly .. 
. there are always a few mis-
haps. but most who had falls 
on course were able to finish." 
Weisbecker said that 
cross-country claimed only one 
injury when a rider fell and 
sustained ~an ankle injury of 
some sort." 
· He mentioned that ac-
. cidents on cross-country over-
all were rare, most likely be-
cause no rain had contributed 
to any slick footing commonly 
seen in previous rainy years. 
Weisbecker added-that 
he himself, _ had fallen and 
broken his leg at UNH three 
years ago while warming up 
over a schooling fence before 
cross country. 
AccordingtoBriggs, 75 
riders from all over New Eng-
land (and beyond) competed in 
this year's event . 
For future competi-
tions, said Briggs, cross-coun-
try will be re~routed to part of 
the UNH Horticulture Farm. 
She added that the university 
has proved to be very helpful 
by supporting the new course 
and by "hiring good people.~ 
Construction qas al-
ready begun on a new water 
complex. In addition. said 
Briggs, the Los Angeles Olym-
pic and 1986 World Champi-
onship course-designer, Neil 
Ayer, along with Irishman John 
Dillion, will be working on the _ 
. course. 
'is that? . 
The squash racquet is equally amusing. It's long, 
skinny and apt to self destruct upon contact with tl~e nearest 
wall or unfortunate opponent. What fun is that?! I PALESTINE, continued from page 3 
If you're following me, so far we have a game where Third World countries: Palestinians are the 
the object is to hit a ball that doesn't bounce with a pseudo- Within 20-30years, the "victims of the victims," said 
badmittoQ. racquet in a small white room with no windows. · number of Palestinians will Khleif. 
I don't mean to knock the game of squash: it takes . double, stated Drysdale. Half In 1948, the United 
skill, agility, coordination and patience, qualities to be ad- the current population is un- Nations partitioned Palestine, 
mired in any athlete. der the age of 18 and the fertil- granting five hundred thousand 
However, · l have one simple question for all you tty rate is high. Jew 55 percent of the land, 
squash enthusiasts out there: Why don't you all just play This poses a major cr~c ng a state for those fear-
racquetball instead? · problem for Israel, for Pales tin- tng ~rsecution. Two million 
. While I have the chance. here's a few more thoughts: ian Arabs will one day out Pal<: .inians were displaced to 
tory in 1949 and another five 
hundred thousand left in 1967 
after violent confrontations. 
Israel claimed . neighboring 
countries enticed the refugees, 
while Arab supporters main-
tained the Palestinians were . . 
forcibly expelled, sai~ Drysdale. 
"There is already a gen-
eration of kids in need of artifi-
cial li!Ilbs," said Khleif. The 
conflict must end. 
Back in the good old days when Bread and Butterwas number Israeli Jews. The ma- onl) . ,5 percent of the land. 
still Bread and Butter, I went in to buy a loaf of bread and they jorityofthe population will then Seven hundred thou-
were out. Talk about false advertising. be excluded from law-ma\tlng. san l\rabs fled from the terri-. My favo_rite clock on campus is in The New Hamp- .. ___________ .;........;;~~-----------------------, 
shire office over the news editors' desk. ( and it's not just - 1· GRADUATE, 
because I work there) If you're in the MUB looking to fill a dull 
momeQt. che.ck u out. While you're at it, put in a personal or continued from page 3 
something. L..-------------------------------------Have you seen the new cherry coke_ cans? I won't ruin 
the surprise for those of you who haven't ... but I can't help but 
wonder why they gave the guy fuchsia lips? 
Oh. and I can't forget that I'm supposed to say hi to 
a guy named VEG. 
attended the event said 
Ms. Carlson. Clark University . 
decided to attend the fair be-
cause "the UNH undergradu-
ate program was a good match 
dents to come . to something 
like this," Ortwein said, "infor-
mally; they can talk with some-
one in their field." 
' year jlnd would like to continue 
iri it." she said. 
.. ______________________ _. with their graduate program." Jennifer Turbyne; 
a senior business administra'" 
tion major, was looking at dif-
ferent Law and MBA programs 
being represented. She decided 
to look elsewhere for a gradu-
ate program because, "It's time 
to see something new." 
Northeastern.'s Cq-Operative 
MBA program and the Suffolk 
Law program interested her the 
most. 
Before attending 
the fair she was unsure of this 
idea but after talking to Randy 
Schroeder from the UNH Edu-
Would you like ........... . 




If you have answered "YES" to any 




at tfie CaifioficStutfent Center 
6 :Madbury~- 'Durliam, '1'{9{ 
862-1310 
:Monday's- 6:00-7:30 ~ 'DinnerPre:vitfetf 
According to Ms. 
Carlson, a Graduate School Day 
like this "increases the visibil-
ity of the school" and is also a 
good way for students to check 
out different graduate schools 
without having to travel all over. 
It saves students time, energy-
- and money, she added. 
· - Bernard Ortwein, 
a professor of law at Suffolk' 
Law School in Boston, said that 
he had had 20~25 students . 
interested in his school. 
"It's great for stu-
Chris Taylor, a 
senior English major, is inter-
ested in the lJNH Master's of 
Education Program. "I was · 
able to start the program this 
. cation program she felt more 
certain. "He was very informa-
tive and encouraged me about -
the program." 
Senior Paul Koz-
iell. a business/history major, 
came to the fair to find out 
about different law schools. He 
was interested in Suffolk, Uni-
versity of Maine and Boston 
University. 
According to reg-
istration staff, the most popu-
lar schools seemed to be the 
Law and Social Work schools. 
I I 
@ Ulffl :5 !DPT 
80,000 PEOPLE GAVE SOMETHING TO -
THE IRS THIS YEAR. AND THEY CAN'T WAIT 
TILL NEXT YEAR TO GM AGAIN. -. 
They volunteered their skills 
to people who needed help doing their 
taxes. And it made them feel great. 
They weren't necessarily accoun-
tants. They were people, like you and 
your dub or group members, who have 
a ba~ic aptitude for math and a desire 
to help others. 
Y0u know, you can help people with 
what taxes them. And feel grea~; too. 
· To find out about-the free IRS train-
ing program, Gall 1-800-424-1040 now. 
Volunteer now. And you'll make someone's taxes less taxing later. 
"~P'S! W&i¥ ff~et#WWW¥ AP &.§/ ff~~ 
\ 
Call Now for our class 
schedule 
1-800-332-TEST 
~ ~ • • • .., • ~ •· ... ~· .& •. ,. "· ,,. •.• ,, , •• -.:-.... .._a_,. • ~ 
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STUDIO· ROOMS FOR RENT 
NEWLY RENOVATED AND FURNISHED 
·Call 868-2192 for information. -
Onlv a few rooms left. 
~ 
10-14 Stra-fford Avenue, Durham, New Hampshire 03824 





:,;:~::-::;:::;-~~~..-~~)--l _______ c_o_n_t_in_u_!~:?~f-~~o~-m~0 ..... ~llll:""'IJ~g-e--1-----------I 
·,t~ F · · :,ti This past summer, , Submitted once again, shelves and the actual laying :t; ~ a . . . ·Means it's Time . ~t: He~essey spent eight to the plan finally went through down of the floor. . 
·,t~ ~ to Protect Yourself ::.• twelve hours a day for three and loans were provided for The atmosphere is like 
:~; ~ ~~: months researching and the store's creation. that of a street cafe, with 
... ' Auainst F' ] !,_!.:--:•. I U·r, .. . r. ... b I " " h tab! ' d hai b th •:.~ 0 1 . ~,t' organizing a usiness p an 1or Preparation 1or t e es an c rs o · · :~~ ~~· The Licker Store: opening also included the outside and inside . . ~; ~ · = ~ ~~ Hennessey presented her inner re-construction and Hennessey talked about •~; -If_you are over 65, ·or... ~~ final plan to several local design of the store by · the future bakery that has :g -If you have a chronic disease such as ~~ banks in an effort to acquire a Hennessey and three UNH been formulated jnto the ·:.~ diabetes, heart, respiratory, or kidney ~:.· loan, but was rejected for lack seniors. Andy Wilson helped plans and said, "'Business is •:.~ ::.• of collateral. to build the glass cases that fantastic and if it keeps up, ·,~ disease · ~,· ·:.~ ::.· Hennessey's father, display the yogurts, Mark we should able able to pay off 
:~; Vaccine available at Heath Services Center ~~: however, offered to act as his Henderson a nd Dean Allire the loan within six months." .. I 
. .. I h I d th :~; Monday through Friday, 9:00am _ 3:30 pm ~~ daughter's source of steady a so e pe in · e · break, or just to hang out." .~; ~l . income. construction of the wooden -~,.,.,.,.,,,,~_,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,.;~. I contin :e~ }:.~~ ~Jg e 1 
•
~au'IH~noNSUT ·.~u~-Aliii\_ Ci· ~-~-rll alive by continuous doses of make no sense for a farmer to quarters, saying they "can get ~ ~ . c 1 • _\ drugs which make their way risk getting caught and, a~ a up, lay down, move around and 
into the human food chain." result, not get paid, he said. groom th~mselves." He said if 
Holter dismissed the ex- GAIA cites literature from one's idea of freedom was run-
216 Lafayette Road 
North Hampton, NH 
BATMAN 
Mat SA.t & Sun 1 :00, 3:00. 4:50 
. Eve. 6:50 THROUGH THURSDAY . 
IBI@rn@~. IT ~~ (t)Ju@ IB.Mlli;'l 
w / Tum.my Trouble 
Eve. Only 8:40 
Through Thursday 
SEAN PENN 
MICHAEL J. FOX 
CASUAL TIE 
OF WAR 




"Jaws· of Life" 
' 
on Sunday October 8 from 12:00 - 3:30 pm 
in front of Burger King. 
Celebrate 
Fire P.re.vention . 
Awareness Day 
also see: all fire prevention 
apparatus 
take a fire extinguisher class 
events and gifts for children 
crement charge ·as "a .bunch . a group called the Humane ning around in a field sur-
of crap." He said calves are Farming Organization. A pam- rounded by a steel fence, then 
kept in elevated 'pens with phlet from the group, titled " the calves are not free; they're 
screened bottoms, allowing 'Milk Fed' Veal", states about instead tethereq inside their 
. the excrement and urine to the average veal calf, "His liq-
fall to the ground below, where uid feed causes constant diar-
it's washed out once or twice 
per day. 
Holter added, "All drugs 
used have been approved and 
found safe. "' Regarding drugs 
in the calves' ·system, he said 
the testing program was so 
rigorous and so careful · that . 
they can detect tiny parts per 
billion of a drug. 
Clifford McGinnis, the 
N.H. state veterinarian; em-
phasized that veal calves are 
healthy. "A calf won't grow if 
he is anemic," he s_aid. _ 
McGinnis said that he is 
"certainly not afraid to eat a 
piece of commercial veal." He 
said that it's common prac-
tice for calves to get a low level 
of antibiotics, including tet., 
racycline, in their feed when 
their young. However, the 
calves are taken off the chemi-
cals for 'one to two months 
before they hit the market, to 
minimize the substances 
passed on to consumers, he 
said. . 
He emphasized that the 
animals were well-monitored 
, and that the abuse of drugs 
within the system has been 
- stopped. 
' If traces of a harmful drug 
are f9und in a calf, no money 
is paid to the producer for 
that animal, according to 
Holter. Since a farmer, like 
anyone else, is in the busi-
ness for the money, it would 
rh~a and scours. He chokes on 
the ammonia from his own 
excrement, accumulating on 
and under the slats of his pen. 
He lives in darkness. " 
The pamphlet also says; 
"Veal factories are perfect 
breeding grounds fo_r disease. 
To keep stressed animals alive 
under these putrid conditions, 
veal factories pump them full 
· of drugs and chemicals which . 
are passed on to the unaware 
consumer ... the FDA itself 
admits 1that one in ten veal 
. calves contain illegal levels of 
drug residues. And even 'legal' 
levels have never been proven 
safe." 
Other literature from the 
Humane Farming Organization 
cl~irr!s that a male calf is kept 
"locked in a tiny 22-inch-wide 
\real crate' for his entire life." . 
"This year, millions of 
Americans Will eat Ve;;il, un-
kno'wingiy consuming the pale 
tainte.9 meat from the carcas_ses 
of these sick tortured animals," 
states the literature. 
Holter adqiitted that occa-
sionally a farm will be found 
that treats their animals poorly. 
But he said they're "one in one 
hundred." He said other farm-
ers in the industry will pres-
sure the occasional unscrupu-
. lous producer to change his · 
. ways, to keep the image of the 
industry as clean as possible. 
Holter defended the calves' 
New Hampshire 
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. pens. 
He also stood up for the 
isolated. pens, saying they ac-
tually help prevent the spread 
of disease. 
McGinnis said that he's 
visited some veal farms, al-
though there are no farms With 
veal as their main product iq 
New Hampshire. and he "didn't 
-walk into a room of doom and 
gloom." He said most of the 
stalls were climate-controlled 
and had light all the time, but 
he did see some barns where 
the animals ran around loose, 
had no balanced diet and were 
smelly . 
Gross was disheartened 
that some of the anti-veal post~ 
ers -had been tom down al-
ready. He said it's rather ri-
diculous that no one cares. 
According to Jeff Drouin, _ 
anotherGAIAmember, the goal · 
of the boycott is to "make people 
aware, and get more people 
concerned." 
Gross and Drouin are both 
vegetarians, although they said 
that has no bearing on the 
issue. Neither they nor any of 
GAIA's members have actually 
been to a veal farm, they said. 
According to Gross, GAIA 
is a campus organization con-
sisting of about 35 people, 
dedicated to preserving the 
environment. They are looking 
into trying to shut do\Yfl UNH's 
incinerator, and are cons·ider-
ing a tuna boycott. 
ESSAYS & 
REPORTS 
19,278 to choose from - all subjects 
Order Catalog Today woth Visa/MC or COD 
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I PEACE CORPS, I continued from page ~ 
bility and willingness to work 
are some of the most impor-
tant qualities for an applicant. 
"I went over there to do 
agriculture but I ended up in 
education," said Fletcher. "As 
long as they know you're will-
ing to work and you're flexible 
you can end up doing any-
thing. 
, "You get there and you 
feel like you're only one per-
son. Most people around you 
are older and more experienced 
in many fields. All you can say 
is, these are the things I know 
and here is how you can use 
them." · 
Fletcher, who served in 
the Peace Corps from 1981 to 
1983, w:as involved in a project 
inFrenchspeakingBenin, West 
Africa. 
"We were learning as we 
were going along. " Fletcher · 
said. "Striking a balance be-
tween their own traditional 
methods and our technical 
knowledge was what we were 
striving for." 
"Living in a cement house 
with no electricity or running 
water was the easiest part of 
adjusting," Fletcher added. "I 
wasted a lot of time being 
homesick but once I got settled 
everything was great." 
tatisti~s say that 9 out of 
10 volunteers would do it over 
again and many are returning 
to their host countries for a 
second stint with the Corps. 
There will be an informa-
. lion session about the Peace 
Corps on October 10th, in the 
Forum room of the Lihraiy, at 
7:00 p.m. 
Fletcher was sent to a small 
village to help set up agricul-
tural education in secondary 
:schools, junior high and high 
school age children. 
more than a degree to find a 
decent job. 
Most employers want a 
person with some type of expe-
rience and many think the 
Peace Corps can offer them just 
· that?. 
RESTAURANT, 
continued from page 3 I 
sustaining. 
Both Caramihalis and 
O'Brien ·stated that the prices 
at Stacey's are very reason-
able, and the s tu den ts are able · 
to provide fast service. 
"'We use all fresh ingredi-
ents," said O'Brien: .. All our 
food is · made daily and there 
variety of food also, said 
O'Brien, for there are always 
fresh vegetables and salads to 
choose from. In addition, 
Wednesdays at Stacey's offer 
the opportunity to pick from a 
variety of buffet foods without 
waiting in long lines, the in-
structor added. 
are no canned foods or mixes Transportation to Stacey's 
used." is also fairly fasy to catch, for 
Vegetarians will find a the shuttle bus comes to A-Lot 
about once every ten minutes. 
Commuters who park in A-Lot 
will find a short walk from their 
cars to Stacey's, and for those · 
who have more time to eat there 
is a "nice lun,ch time walk," said 
O'Brien. 
, And just what do the cus-
tomers think? "The food was 
very good," said Dan Wilmot. 
"'It filled me up for a low price." 
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,THE IRS THIS · 
YEAR. 




They volunteered their 
skills to people who needed 
help doing their taxes. And it 
made them feel great. 
They weren't necessarily 
accountants. They were people, 
li~e you and your club or group 
members, who have a basic 
aptitude for math and a desire 
to help others. 
You know, you can help 
people with what taxes them. 
And feel great, too. 
To find out about the free 
IRS training program call 
1-800-424-1040 -now. 
A Public·Service of ~ 
This Publication & J.J11 \.. 
· lOulCI 
fj)) Internal Revenue Service 
Volunteer now. 
And you'll make someone's 
taxes less tax1ng later. 
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Who framed 
ROGER RABBIT 
**** (4 Stars) "Shear 
enchanted entertainment 
from the first frame 
to the last ... more than funny, 
it's exhilarating" , 
"It's a sight you won•t ·want to 
miss. ✓ Let us-·be grateful for a 
summer movie like no other'' · 
-Roger Ebert 
Chicago Sun Times 
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The Washington Center can arrange 
internshirs in almost every field 
imaginahle, S() whether you're in the 
Arts or Zool()gy, Communrcatilins or 
Computers , we can find something to interest 
you. We also offer exciting ·and enlightening twq and 
three week seminars un several Jifferent subjects. 
Contact: 
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. . ' . 
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Editorial 
Mistake to . repeal cata~trophic health act 
InJune, 1988, landmark legislation was 
passed in the U.S. A bill that became law in that 
month seemed certain to revolutionize health · 
care in this country. It was called the Medicare 
Catastrophic Care Act. Sixteen months later, 
fhe legislation is nearly dead, mortaHy wounded 
by a fickle-minded group of gutless Congres-
doctor's visits, set at $1370, effective the first 
day of 1990, versus the old plan's payment of 
80% of most doctor's visits 
reacting to complaints of a large number of 
elderly, although not the majority. regarding 
$800, decided to do an abrupt about-face and 
vote to repeal the law. The repeal has made it 
through the House, and looks like it will have 
men. 
•one-hundred fifty days of nursing µome 
care a year, versus a more expensive 100 days 
coverage in the old system. 
· The list goes on and on: virtually every 
group of health-related problem is addressed 
the same fate in the Senate. · 
The catastrophic medical coverage was · fully by the act. and is often more affordable and 
the first real expansion of Medicare in twenty / · always more comprehensive than the old sys-
years. Medicare was a great idea, in that it tern. However, there's a catch. · 
The congressmen voting for . the repeal 
should be deplored for their actions. Last year. 
it looked like something good in.health care had 
finally happened, something that passed with a 
huge majority. But now, a short peiod later, the 
majority is on the opposite side, because of the 
grumblings of an affluent minority. The legisla-
tors didn't even give a chance for the money to 
accumulate in the coffers of the catastrophic act 
fund. 
pJrovided government-subsidized health care to The money for this came from the pock-
thosewho would be hard-pressed to avoid proper ets of the elderly, and, as is the case with many C¥e. The law passed last year took a big step taxes, the richer you are, the more you pay. In 
tgward improving the system. It provided pro- · thisease, thebeneficiarieswouldpayanannual 
tection against the long, money..:sucking ill- surtax of no more than $800 per person, or 
nesses that eveiy senior citizen fears. $1600 per _couple. In many cases. · the elderly · The members of our Congress have 
denied this country a huge opportunity. Eveiy 
bit added on to Medicare is a step toward insur-. 
ing this: No one ~hould be denied decent health 
care because of a lack of money. This particular 
act took away some of the fear of a financially 
crippling, long-term illness for most, and its 
For the elderly that it cov~red, the act paying these amounts already had health in:-
paid for the following: surance;·so th~y saw no reason to get taxed for 
•half the cost of prescription drugs, be- other people's benefits~ 
ginninginl991 andincreasingto80%in 1993, And, of course, these wealthy elderly, 
after a payment of $600 by ,the beneficiary; _ who are well-educated aJso, knew what to do 
versus no drug benefits in the old plan · ab.out the problem. They bombarded their U.S. 
•hospital care up t6 365 days a year, representatives with angry letters., refusing to 
subject to a 1989 annual deductible of $:560, give up any of their money to help out others · 
versus the 90 days of coverage the old plan had down on their luck. And the congressmen, •a cap on the amount of money spent on 
repeal seems heartless. _ · ' 
None of its suppoters can go -to sleep . 
with a clear conscience. 
J _ 
tefters 
Rap_e no joke 
To the Editor: 
In your September 26, 
1989, issue, your "On the Spot 
" question was, "Do you feel 
safe alone at night on .campus, 
and what precautions do you 
take?" Brian White's answer 
was, I imagine, meant to be 
humerous. He ~id, "I don't 
think most men on campus 
have a, reason to worry. If an 
attractive woman wants to attck 
me, · fine with me." But his 
answer w~sn't funny; it was 
4lsensitive and stupid. Nor is 
his· attitude toward sexual 
assaultajoke. Whenmydaugh-
ter was 16 years old, she was 
raped by a UNH senior. She 
didn't laugh. Her father didn't 
laugq. Neitherdidl. Seven years 
later, we still don't laugh about 
her loss of privacy or loss of 
control of her body, both dur-
ing the· rape and, later, at the 
hospital. Rape is never, under 
any circumstances, funny. · 
Margaret Ann Shirley 
Instructor, Composition Pro-
gram 
Department of English . 
eloquently in your Forum ar-
. ticle. I mustadmit...itwas well-
written, arid you sure did use a 
lot of big words. It's only too 
bad that your small-minded-
ness didn't quite live up to your 
flowery language. 
First of all, I myselfam 
an ex-Resident Assistant. The 
Job is not an easy one, . I 
KNOW .. .I was aJ,most fired for 
· my own inadequacies. Frankly, 
it was the most difficult job I've 
ever had (at times a real pain in 
the ass when forced to encoun-
ter individuals such as your-
self). · Do you have any idea 
how very torturous it is to face 
one's ·peers as a rule enforcer?·! 
Granted, most people do under-
stand that an R.A. is merely 
doing their job, every once in a 
while an individual conies along 
who simply cannot compre-
hend the situation for what it 
actually is. An R.A is hired to 
enforce University 
po.licies ... and when they do this 
they are labeled as "Dorm King" 
and "God's Agent," just a little 
unfair, don't you think? 
wrote that silly Forum article 
to boost your own ego and keep 
· up appearances . . 
Last of all, gain a cluei 
Would you let an abusive, 
obnoxious pers\on into your 
home if they didn't know a soul 
within its walls? I didn't think 
so. And did you know that your 
enering the building ~yway is 
called "trespassing?" Hmmm~ 
So hey, give the R.As a break. 
The job does have its rewards, 
but they are infrequent and 
overshadowed by the harass-
ment and negative labelling. 
I'm glad that I'm no longer an 
R.A., and I sympathize with 
those that are! 
The New Hampshire 
BOB DURLING. Editor-in-Chief 
GAIL ROBERTSON. Managing Editor EILEEN MALLOY. Managing Editor 
KAREN McDONALD. News Editor TERRI DANISEVICH: News Editor 
KIM ARMSTRONG. Sports Editor \.. JOHN KELLEY, Sports Editor 
M IKE PARNHAM. Photo Editor BEN FRAZIER. Photo Editor 
DEBORAH HOPKINS. Arts Editor . BESS FR,ANZOSA. Arts Editor 
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' News Reporters Marjorie Smith 
Roi Alouois- John Ziomek 
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Tammy Annis Sean Carroll 
Kim Annstrong Marc Momigonian 
Jonathan Arthur John Turner 
lshi Burdett _Sporb Reporters 
Jolene Dm:iah Philip Astrachan 
Birger Dahl Chris Benedek 
Laura Deome- · Frank Bonsai 
Secondly, I kI1ow the 
R.A. involved. He is a verywann 
and friendly person. I c!SSUre 





'· Alison Brown 
John Doherty Rob Heenan 
Heather Grant Jeff r.Jovotny 
R A De-Fense Thirdly~ from what I 
• • ~ ~ · understand of the situation. 
To-the Editor: 
Dearest Brent Anderson, 
Apparently you have a 
rather limited grasp ofreality, 
which you displayed quite 
you were extremely obnoxious , ' 
at the ,time and difficult to deal 
with. The R.A was the • one 
harassed~- not you! Probably 
. you were embarassed by your · 
own childish behavior and 
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Ed Sawyer 
~ic:Jnytl')it~ . , 
Mike Guilbault Liisa Reimann 
Ellen Harris Lisa Sandford 
Tracy He~el _ Toby Trotman 
Stephanie Igoe Rick Yager 
Stacy Kendall Cartoonists 
Susan Mccarter Jeff Harris 
Nean McCarthy John Hirtle 
Eileen McEleny Kurt Krebs 
Lynn Mezzono Dick Sawyer 
Sarah Merrigan Copy_ Editors 
John Roberts Louro Deame 
Nancy Roberts Kristin Perkins 
Ally Schade 
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University Forµm 
·· A __ learn;ing 
experience 
by Bethany G~ob 
The Student Activities Funding 
'Committee (SAFC) denied Students For 
Choice, a recognized student 
drganization, funding for three buses 
which were going to be sent to . 
Washington for the Pro-Choice March 
on ·November 12th. The reasoning 
behind this decision included 
1
_ "too 
political," ''not educational," "the Union 
Leader will slaug~ter us" and others. 
· Possibly behind these concerns was the 
fact that SAFC couldn't fund the group 
without funding both sides of the issue, 
meaning the anti-choice side, if they so 
wished to go to Washington; and SAFC 
didn't want to have to do that. 
· The students of UNH want this 
service. UNH filled two COAST buses in 
April for the spring march in Washington 
with little to no publicity. Some people 
were even unable to go because there 
wasn't enough room:. _ In November 
COAST buses are unavailable because 
they may not make the trip. 
Students_ for Choice has seventy-
five members who are willing to work on 
massive ad campaigns and ticket sales. 
All that is needed right now are the 
funds. By October 18th, nine hundred 
dollars are needed just to-hold the buses, 
at three hundred dollars a bus. 
Last Monday, _October .2nd, the . 
group m<:1de one hundred and fifty dollars 
by merely· holding a: 'bake sale. The · 
group couldn't have done . that well 
without . the generous donations 
received, in addition to the baking skills 
of the members. However, this is not 
going to be enoughJ 
· . Students for Choice is asking for 
your help in the form of donations. It 
· could be anything: a dollar for a cookie, 
the purchase of a bus ticket, a bus, 
anything to get UNH students in front of 
the Supreme Court house in Washington 
ori November 12th. 
Student for Choice bake sales are 
held every Monday next to the MUB 
PUB. Please drop by or send 
contributions to: PSN office, c/ o 
Students for Choice, MUB, ·UNH. 
Don't tell me it won't be a leaming 
expe~ence. Are you going to let "them" 
take your choice and your vqice? I hope . 
not. 
· Bethany Grob is the · co-founder· of 
Students for Choice. 
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Concerned· wit~ your environment? 
by Julie Meyers · 
Th.e earth's been getting a lot . of · 
press these days. Perhaps you've been 
reading. th~ paper, you've ·been thinking · 
about the environment more than you used 
to lately. Are you. fmding yourself with 
questions, concerns, doubts? Are you 
angry? Curious? Skeptical? Imassioned? If 
so, here's a chance to educate yourself. 
There's this student organization on campus 
called. GAIA-People for the Environment. 
Look for us. Come to the meetings. Whether 
you're a new student, or a professor, or 
you've been involved in Greenpeace for 
many years, Gaia offers a lot. It can offer a 
vehicle for you to express your concerns, 
point pathways to action, and provide 
resources for education. For within Gaia 
you can participate on many levels, whether 
you come mainly to learn or to act. We exist 
to educate ourselves first. People are 
encouraged to share imfonnation that roe~ 
thern. Sometimes we have speakers . . 
Recycling, the presence of styrofoam on 
campus, Seabrook, these are among the 
_.issues we are focusing on this. semester. 
This year we are working to put together the 
best Earth Week yet, a week wit~ lectures, 
workshops, and speakouts on campus. 
Youcandosomuch. Whatareyour 
ideas? Inquire. Learn. Debate. Be political 
ifyou want. Adopt a building for recyclirig. 
Come to the PSN office on the bottom floor 
of the MUB and browse through the 
magazines. Start a petition. Find other 
people that 'Share your concemst or find 
some that don't. And TALK. Should you be 
concerned with the incinerator on campus? 
So what if you eat hamburgers? A group 
can do-even more than one person acting 
alone. · What are your_ ideas? At GaJa 
meetings, not everyone will agree taht 
Seabrook is a bad thing, and I can promise 
you no clear-cut answers. Just, finally, an 
open forum to ask the questions, and the 
opportunity to feel the power of one wtttihi 
the power of many. -
Julie Meyers is a senior majoring in 
psychology and outdoor education at UNH. 
WHAT DO YOU lH~NK? 
SUBMIT . YOUR OPINIONS AND 
VIEWS TO THE FORUM PAGE. 
•:• Drop them off to room 151 ··in the MUB. •:• 
Please include .name and _phone number. ·· 
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Classic deSigner clothirig 
· for rhen and women, 
. at savings of 30%-50% 
.·CREW 
FACTORY STORE 
Settlers Green Route 16 • North Conway, New· Hampshire• (603) 356-9228 
The Foreigner 
Written by Larry Shue 
Directed by Douglas A. Cumming 
October 6 & 7 at 8:00 P .M . 
October 11 at 10:30 A.M. 
October 11 & 12 at 7:00 P.M. 
October 13 & 14 at 8:00 P.M. 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
Durham, N.H. 
General Admission: $6 
UNH students, alumni , 
and seniors: $5 
For reservations 
call (603) 862-2290 
Dinner Theater Package 
available at the New England 
Center Restaurant 
A Parents' Weekend Event! 
P'resented by the UniveFsity of New Hampshire Department of Theater and Dance 1989-90 Season 
.Interested in Alumni Affairs? 
J'oi n our counc 11 and serve as a 
vital link between UNH 
Adm in i strati or:1, Afurrin i, & 
Students 
BE A STUDENT AMBASSADOR! 
Information Session:Tues. Oct.17~h 
· 7-9 pm in t_he Hanover ~oom, MUB 
Open House: Thurs. Oct. 19th,- 6:30-8 
Elliot Alumni Center, Room 1925 
![or furtlier info ca{{ Laurie 




does every Wtdnesday. ·He · 
heard about the club from 
friends at school, and usually 
brings two different people with 
him each time. 
Troy climbed upon a 5 1/ 
2 ft. high unicycle called a 
giraffe. Once balanced, _he · 
began to juggle four balls. 
Two guys nicknamed 
"Max" and "Elmo" were the 
professiorial influences upon 
the · club that evening. The 
duo, who call themselves_ 
"High Jinks", are based in 
Portsmouth perform a 
· comedy-musical-juggling act 
to audiences in · the Seacoast 
area. 
Max climbed upon Elmo's 
shoulders, and the two 
passed four balls in between 
them. -
"Audiences like it best 
when we're having the most 
fun," said Elmo. 
Anderson turned up the 
reggae music and talked to 
the curious who had stopped 
to take a peek at the Jugglers.~ 
At the same time she tossed 
clubs into. the air and under 
her legs. 
"Anyone can stop by. 
Sometimes we get people in 
here once who just want to 
try to Juggle," Anderson said. 
Look for members of the _ / 
Juggling Club at activities for 
homecoming,_ ana if-you ever 
had that hankering-to toss a 
few clubs around with some 
great people, stop by. next 
Wednesday night. 
·i::f:; 
AY<>id the dnidgcry·i;i\n';ns1~1nt 
n_,--t yping ar_}d ed.it,ihg ... and .n:ru 
. an App+e Ma~·inr-osh'·''·~'t;,0:½JJ~:bl't,r. 
ft's afford;1hl1o· (;p; fade a~ .8,tS<l 
per d,1y*J. ·If\ fatsf . , ;··f· --..·",.,-Jfl!lil~: 
1 And it ·s ea,r,;y . St>. . " 
s;1y gornJby~ tr) ,,._,.~...,I.it ., 
l iquid paper --




Univers1_:ty. et : . 
· New-Ham»shi-:re 
Bookstore 
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Arts and · Entertainm·ent 
The Rolling Stones ·- 1989 Tour ·: a -mass 
of spectacular lights and sights 
by John Turner 
The Rolling Stones Concert 
Review. 
Sullivan Stadium, Foxboro, 
Mass. 
10/3/89 
Ohl Can you tell me about the 
Stones? I want to hear about 
The Rolling Stones! What were 
the songs? 
They were: 
1) Start Me Up _ 
2) Bitch 
3) Sad Sad Sad 
4) Undercover 
5) Harlem Shuffie . 
(;>) Tumbling Dice 
7) Miss You 
8) Ruby Juesday 
9) Play with Fire 
10) Rock & a Hard Place 
11) Mixed Emdions 
12} Honky Tonk Women 
13) Midnight Rambler 
14) You Can't always Get what 
You Want 
15) Before They Make Me Run 
16) Happy 
1 7) Paint It Black 
18) iooo_LightYear~ from Home 
19) Sympathy for the Devil 
20) Gimme Shelter 
2H It's Only Rock & Roll 
22) Brown Sugar • . · 
23) Satisfaction 
24) Jumpin Jack Flash. 
25) Ride of the Valkeries 
(Wagner) 
I saw The Rolling Stones at 
Sullivan Staditim on Tuesday . 
night. Needlessly said, but said 
nonetheless, I had waited many 
cold ·years for that event. 
Twenty-two summers, with t'1e 
length of twenty-two long 
winters! 
The band of my youth, my 
adolescence, my adulthood 
deigned to play a concert in my 
backyard. I grew up on The 
· Rolling Stones. The Beatles, 
fme. The Who, great, sure. Bee 
Gees were it in fourth and fifth 
grade, but the Stones have 
remained the band for me. Only 
the Stones never gave up their 
opinions. Only the Stones took 
· only their own road. Only the 
Stones could make Exile on 
Main St. with their bandleader 
on heroin and Some Girls right 
after he had kicked it. How 
such a large band could retain 
_"hipness" or how such a "hip" 
band could get large are 
paradoxes to the small lobe of 
the brain, I suppose. The fact 
is they are hip and the are 
huge. 
Walking _ around the 
parking lot before the show was 
a jukebox experience non 
pareil. Every ten yards or SQ 
there was a car with the tap.e 
deck blasting a Stones tune. 
The catch, of course, is that 
none of the tunes , were the 
same. I never realized how 
many great hits they had until · 
I walked out of the "Get off My 
Cloud" zone into "Can't You 
Hear Me Knocking" land with a 
quick segue through "Sad Sad 
Sad" comirigoutofthe red Ford. 
Th~ crowd was very much 
late teens/early twenties. I 
was· surprised to see a dearth 
. of middle aged fans from the 
sixties. Paranoids and 
lawbreakers were doing a brisk 
business in B-grade unlicensed 
t-shirts at half price. 
Living Colour opened 
promptly at 7. I don't really like 
them. But their first song was 
really good, and there were a 
few other good ones. Their lead 
shlger established a pattern 
that Mick later continued: he 
walked back and forth in profile · 
along the enormous length of 
the stage. The result is that 
both frontmen spent too much 
time pacing and looking away 
from the crowd. 
The Stones were very 
exciting. Richards was dressed 
up in a long black coat that 
gave him a striki~g 
resemblance to Transylvania's 
most .renowned settler. 
Cigarettes sprouted incessantly 
in his mouth. I never saw them 
being lit. They came from 
nowhere, I guess. The band 
was tight. "Harelm Shuffle" 
and "Tumbling Dice" set the 
stage early on for an extended 
rock & roll party. · 
The Stones have so many 
concert LP's, including the 
outstanding Get Yer Ya-Yas 
Ou.ti from 1969, that they don't 
have much opportunity to 
create song structures which 
differ from studio and previous 
live versions. I can't say that 
musically it was a revelation or 
whatever. But those standards 
don't . apply. If I wasn't 
interested in The Rolling Stones 
as human gods, I could be only 
interested in their music. Since-
they sure do seem like human 
gods to me, I don't need them, to · 
be only musical. I got turned 
·sro 
OU 
Three shows sold out In early August. (Photo Ben Frazier) 
on as mu-ch by seeing them as deal. He pranced, he danced. 
by hearing them~ He spent a lot of time with his 
For example, "Midnight · back turned, talking to and 
Rambler" on Ya-:.Yas is the all- directing Charlie Watts 
time highlight of Uve rock & (drummer) and the keyboard 
roll. It was pretty much the players. He played grea·t solos. -
same arrangement on Tuesday on "Sympathy for · the Devil" 
night: i.e.,~ greata.n:angerµent, and yet spent a lot of time with : 
but not particularly different. hishandsofftheguitar-lead1ng · 
That's true of most of1 these the band and slagging off. ,·:. 
performances at the show. "Sad Probably if I'd kept myeyis 
SadSad"wasletterperfectfrom closed I would have been more 
the studio version. There's involved in the music alone. As 
probably not much the Stones it was, I was busy making like 
can .do. ·to revamp . there a yoyeur and w;itching. I'in 
arrangementswithoutslipping ' awfully glad ·1 went, but not 
into calypso versions of primarily because of the 
"Satisfaction," etc. The music musical,experience. Per.haps I 
is not improvisationally know these songs too well to be 
oriented: it's straight rock & blownawaybythesongsalone, 
roll, of course. Which is only to expecially on a cold night in 
say that, for me, the kicks Foxboro. As I think back on it 
weren't exclusively in the I am affected more than 
music. anything else by the 'images of 
Spectacle was the big thrill beholding the band. A purist . 
. for me. Not the spectacle ofthe would probably argue that ·the 
huge stage or the light show or only purpose of a concert is 
the fireworks or the enormous music- that a concert works or 
inflatable honky tonk women fails only on the medt of its 
who appeared at the top of the music. For me the visual 
stage. The spectacle included · spectacle was the critical 
all of these things but at heart element. When the live LP is 
the spectacle was simply the released, I may discover that 
. .· presence - of the Stones the music was better than. t . · . .• ·. .. . . . i . ~ themselves~· .. KeitfrRichards is realized~- lkiiowalreadythatit 
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Brendan McMahon was the first of three comedian~ perform-
ing ·in the Mub Pub last~ght. (photo Mike Pamham) 
Pretty, jazzy Orphans 
The Orphan's main appeal vocals added. While even at its 
rests with the sound of their worst the album is undeniably 
vocalist, whose voice and style pretty, carried by the talented 
I would compare, if press~cl. to and expressive vocals, · the 
by ~~n Carroll 
Shelleyan Orphan 
Century Flower 
Rough trade /CBS 
Shelleyan Orphan is a band 
out of Britain producing an 
eclectic Jazzy pop. Becau~e of 
their mellow; moody blend of 
strings, woodwinds, pianos, 
occasional French horns and 
accordions, not to mentiqn a 
very ~parse use of guitar and 
drums, it seems unlikely that 
_ much on this album has huge 
commercial hit potential. They 
would have to be lucky enougp 
to make one of those surprtsing 
crossovers like that of Enya's 
.. Orinoco flow,", or the 
. Sugarcubes' .. delicious 
Demon;" the kind of thing that 
provides some relief from the 
homogeneous fare on most 
commercial stations. Perhaps 
the fact that they have rec,ently 
been opening for the Cure will 
get them some widespread air 
piay. . / 
, a sort of cross between The group relies too much on its 
Cocteau Twins and The vocals, and not enough on the 
Sugarcubes. This sort of music, which can become 
compartson really leaves a lot -somewhat bland. Worst of all~-
to be desired, however, as the now and then (the deadly "Tar 
Orphan's style is not at . all Baby" comes to mind) the group 
dertvative. The vocals are both becomes too self conscious 
sensuous and sad at their best abouttheirbroodingprettiness, 
on songs like '11ineblind" and like Suzanne Vega at her most 
"Shatter" which are perhaps prttentious. 
the two best songs on the - If Shelleyan Orphan's 
album; These two songs are brand of sleepy jazz-pop really 
also the band's most upbeat, appeals to you, the.n the good 
which is no coincidence. While way well outweigh the:: bad. If 
sttll ·rdaining the flavor of the you think you might be . 
rest of the album, they pick up interested, you don't have to 
the pacejust a little. risk the ten-plus dollars to find 
• Some of the album, notably · 'out, because some of the better 
.. AmanitaMuscarta"and"AFew cuts have been getting a fair 
Small Hours" sinks a just too · amount of air play on our own 
far into mellowness. college station, WUNH. But in 
Occ·asionally A found myself the end, Century Flower is not . 
getting just a little restless, for everyone. There are some 
when the album began to sound fascinating tracks on it; but 
a bit like Ge?rge Winston with sadly, the album as a whole 
doesn't -live up to them. 
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We Didn't-Give ForeignAid To Hitler ... Stay away from 
, . 
the green row of 
Why Give It To ffis 
Imitators In EI Salvador? 
Congress Has Given The Salvadoran· 
Government $3 Billion. How Have They 
Spentlt? 
_ Since 1980, the Salvadoran Military and Death 
$quads have murdered over 60,000 civilians, 
"You Gennans were 
very intelligent. You 
realized that the.Jews 
were re~nsoble for 
thespre o] 
Communism, and you 
began to kill them"" 
-~Roberto D'Aubbuisso 
ARENA Party Fouru:ler and 
Honorary ~ PorLife 
ARENA is a violent 
Fascist party modeled 
after the . 
NAZis-·Robert White, 
Former US 
Ambassador to El 
Salvador 
· including religious voices of conscience such as 
Archbishop Oscar Romero. 
- ~ The Salvadoran· government has used 3 billion 
American dollars to expand a violent police 
state. Salvadorans live in constant fear as they 
face murder an torture for trying to improve 
their lot in life. 
~ Just three weeks_ ago, as a Congressional 
committee voted to give .El Salvador over $1 
million per day. the Salvadoran armed rorces 
c~mducted a midnight raid on a Christian 
refugee support office, abducting 70 people, 
including 30 women. The wome~ were strippec 
__, naked and herded into a cell. Many ·were raped 
by the guards. Maria Mirtala Lopez, 20 told an 
American priestwl}o visited her in jail how she 
.was hung by her breasts in order to extract a 
confession. 
Come hear the ,experiences of El Salvadoran 









ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS !!! 
How do you keep Mom & Dad informed 
about campus news, sports, _& events? 
Subscribe to The -New Hampshire 
of .course ! 
only $ 13 per semester or$ 25 per year 
· The New Hampshire 
Rm. 110 B, Memorial Union Building 
Durham, N.H. 03824 · 
... . 
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WOULD LIKE TO THANK: _ 
BEN & JERRY'S 
. AND 
' . ~ 
LAGO AND SONS DAIRY ·· 
FOR PROVIDING REFRESHMENTS 
AT THE 1989 IBM FAIR. 
. \ 
. CONGRATULATIONS TO: 
- Chris Keeler -
· Rob Love . 
· Dave Koppel-er 
Kelly Lovett 
Mark Borrin 
WINNERS OF THE · 




AT THE 1989 IBM FAIR 
\ . 
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THE MUSIC HALL PROUDLY PRESENTS: 
FLYING 
KARAMAZOV Scintillating antics by 
BROTHERS zany felkJws who don't 
fly and aren't brothers. 
''Hilarious. Drop everything · 
. , - and go see them.'' 









-. OC10BER 28 




No. 7, Dvorak 's Concerto 
for Violin and Orchestra. 
Daniel Phillips, sokJist 
Multi-faceted folk-singer, 
song writ.er, TV host, 
performs a matinee for 
young people and an 
·evening concert qf open-
hearted blues and ballads. 
't( • 
\ 
. - _ ' . ~ 
Lerner an.d l<Jeu ·e·s 
magnificient musical 
masterpiece, . 4irect from its 
run at the North ~hore 
Dinner Theatre. Tu•enty 
plus singers and dancers 
.:''?~~t~,.~:.-_-_ ,~ in a snu1sh hit sholl' 
VISIT OUR BOX OFFICE, OR CALL FOR TICKETS: TICKETMASTER (603) 626-5000. 
/ 
THE lVlUSIC HALL - · o,scL~'\\  
. POHT8MOUTH NH '?pt\;~\,vJ,\n . 
28 Chestnut Street• Portsmouth, N.H. 03801 (603) 436-2400 
CONGRATULATIONS 
. -to the -
Eta Ple~ge Qlass 







Jenn if er Byatt 
Kristen Chaput 
Emily Comeau 









Jenriif er Johnson 
Christine Kline 
Susan Koziol 
~--~ l , 
I . ~ 





















the Sisters of Alphi Phi 
Where: 
When: · Friday~ October 6, at 8:00pin. 
Why: To benefit the HOMELESS 
r ' 
✓ Prevalent estimates place the number of homeless 
Americans at 3 million. 
✓ Families with children represent the fastest growing sect01 
of the homeless population. 
✓ A recently released, Congressionally-funded study predicts 
that another nearly 19 million people will face the prospect 
of homelessness in America in the next 15 years. 
✓ Since 1980, budget authority for all federal housing 
assistance.programs has been cutby more than 75 percent 
from $32 billion to $7.5 billion a year. 
~ j 
Donations will be accepted, Please 
bring CANNED GOODS, CLOTHES,_ 
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auAYLE' WHY ARE 
H> ALL SORTS 
F STUFF"' 
E LATINI so 
N UND£RSTMD 
_Comics· 




UM, ,, .,. 
WILL WIUI T 
BUOWEISERt 
.,~ .. 
BY JoHN HJRTLE/' .,._.-----~--
.,. ANO CIVIL 
ENGJNE£R/N(j_, SO I 
CAN RE PAIR TNE 
RUPTURED NORAL 
FIBER OF THl.5 
. COUtiTRY.".,,, 
UNDS L IJ(E YPU HAVE 
'(v'AY TO G~ L 
NO I DOf(i-
y CLASSES ARE 
IN THE .SAME. 
DIN&_, I Tt11N~ •• -----.: 
\/ 
I 
.. A BUttn' 1a•1:"' r.r 1 c1 s 
IN A OOIH WBURBAN HOME 
IN ROCHESTER NE\J HAN~IR[ 
A YOUNG R[P\&IUN \JORK ~ 
V[Rl~L Y AT HIS COMPUT[R · 
/ \JHEN A CARfL[~S GAASP fOR 
HIS KOOL-AID CKAN6ES THE • 
COUR!>E Of UISTOR'< FO«E'\JER · 
_____ .._.....--....,....._ 
O'- AT LEAST THC (x.1STfN([ 
QF O TUfffD M l · 
'lJeatfi in 9-feaven -· 'Ifie Media Cfiiftf 6y Jeff :Harris . · 
){0'-' ~AND K>IN 
F ...IGHT coN-
I NL· £D ••• \,,/HO 
er ABo.R.TioN 5 
1.L Now 'wIT 
~ 
~ '\. -
;,J ', ' , '-c 
~ ,:1: 
l✓'/J:~ \ 
t,\J,· -~ ;3< 
'~ ,:,'/ ~·:~r· ,, , ..._ :::"» . 
Comics 
MISTER BOFFO 
by Joe Martin 
71-/G ON/..>/ 6/JQE. WA:{ 
1D (;£, A KblL.£;-f:tJV(!£, 
«>RN/Cl-IE- 70 l.EAVE. 
TW~LVE. FE:£, OF 
61(,0~ 
\,tri.19'l. 
-\+-E. t. t... 
HELL FOR B'E61.NMERS 
~OT 10 JA.E,.Jit 0~ 
M6~f Al-(t~ATI~, 
Sf1.,f - ~OA-r~ I ,JG, 
A~J"O Tt{f:: 
t-\£AN«tJGL.f:s~~E~~ 
i---~~----:--; Of Ov~ IMP~Q1,J(;, 
WHO: ~,~2. oi: Tt-\1s: CM1mJ. 
DISTnJC,UISHlfo)b FE~cJllES: 
iu.)~ b'-OiESQuE. EAiS, 8 UlC:,~ 
E 'iE$-; (0,-i ~TA.JT T¼) rtc.~111(,. 
EM0T1ot.1~L S1'ATE,: 
. S1l"'E':.i., DEP5l.E~SEO, ~OR.MAL. 
()OOM. 
WHO: RPe.& tT orJ-1 KE.-60. 
DI STIN(:,OtSH1t1(, F£"T'1RH: 
,13/.\SIC.AL.L'?, 81Nk'1 ,,.., D~AG. 
EMoTto~AL STATE: 
(,f;l'J~ltALL'? Ml~F~O, 
Otl.AS 10,JIH.1.I-) 51"EAM ~ V. 
C> 
WHAT ARE THE 
tAAJoe THEll"tES oF 
THI~ CARTOOtJ ? 
OVt, s EX, 
o~~, OcAT 
IJO RABB/1 
WHO: 8Roi~~RS, OR. LOV£i~, 
OR 8orH. 
01 ST•~Gv1St-111\1{> fEA'N~f~: 
Fe1.-z.Es, e.on-t €..,ES OrJ SAl"\f: 
S1e>E: 0FHEAO. 
Efil\dilOJ.lAI. ST~TE: IN~C,I/TA8LE . 
-o-, ' -
~ 
W ·ILL .. l,\~E.IN~ELL" ~ 











W \,,\Q: NO OfJ f eEALL'1 C..AeE>. 
DISTl,NG\JISH1~(, F°EAtutU: 
TA~E. A C:,uE.SS . 
Eti"o1'101JA&. S'TA~: 
SQ\JE..l.t~E.O·. ·. ' 
. I 
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1986 VW Golf GTI Red 5 speed 
Sunroof, cruise control, Kenwood 
AM/FM Cassette. Excellent 
condition, $6200, 868-7120 Tim 
or Dave-
Be a SAAB owner. 1979 Model 99 
$795. Runs great, w~ll maintairtecl 
driven daily, needs some_rustfJXed. 
Portsmouth. 431-~525 
FOR SALE: 1984 SUBARU GL, 5 
Speed, 4D, GOOD CONDITION, 
RUNS GREAT, 67,000 miles. 
$2300. 692-3726 
~ '- • - I" ·, <,, .:..· 
;; 1985 v:w. ·GTI. Looks new, ruris 
f, ;,g:reat $3600 or· B>O>- t207)439-
i 5'124. Snow Tires, 4 .new tires, Ski . 
[ Ra~~ _. .. < ~ '_,;~•. _.,. '.'., • • 
S ' 1985'NISSAN 2oos.x; 5-speed, A/ 
t~ .c · EXCELLENT CONDITION. 
" ASKING $3000 OR B.O. CALL 
JUNE 659-3307 ·-
'85 RENEAULT ALLIANCE · 
CONVEITTIBLE. 39,000 Ml. STILL 
UNDERWARRAN1Y, $3995. CALL 
KATIIY 742-0247 
· FOR SALE: Compact refrigerator 
- excellent condition. $45. Ask for 
Graham 862-2067 
1985 VW GOLF, BLU~, 5-SPD, 4-
DOOR, A/C, CASSETTE AM/FM, 
CLOTH INTERIOR GETS 30-36 M 
PG· ALL REPAIR& MAINTENANCE 
. DcicUMENTEO. PLEASE CALL 
659-8414 AFTER 5 PM. 
RING,RING,RING - No it's not the 
phone, it's Balfour Rings. Come 
. ;- get your class ring at the MUB Oct. 
·'. 12th, 13th & 14th· from 10am: 
. 3pm. 
1975 VOLVO WAGON, 60K on 
rebuilt engine. AM/FM CASSETTE. 
$1200. ALSO, 1974 PLYMOUTI-1 
VALIENT, 100K. GOOD SHAPOE, 
· RUNS WELL. ·· $650.942-8144' 
:986BMW325E, 5-SPEED;GRAY, 
. MANY EXTRAS, VERY FAST, 
EXCELIENTRESALE, $1 l,900OR 
B.O. 332-434 
, FOR SALE: Custom built, elegant 
. co-panel room divider. 10' high, . 
'; pine with cherry finish. $900 or 
!- B.O. 868-5222 
t REMEMBER YOUR I ST CI.ASS AT 
~ UNH? REMEMBER YOUR JST 
;;. FRIEND YOU MET AT UNH? 
t REMEMBER YOUR 1ST EXAM? 
, HOW CAN YOU REMEMBER 
.. , TIIESE FOREVER? A class ring 
will hold all these memories for 
you. Come see the Balfour selection 
of class rings on Oct. 12th, 13th 
& 14th in the Mub 10-3pm · 
ll!BEtl~lmW 
TUTOR NEEDED FOR ORGANIC 
CHEMISTRY 5451 · WILL PAY! 
PLEASE CALL A.S.A.P. 868-2031 
or 431-4997. 
VOICE LESSONS - · Classical, 
Music Theatre - All bevels - Learn 
Breathing,· voice placement, how 
to Audition. Debora Taylor Mayne, 
M>Music. 749-9801 
Class Officers, Student · Activities 
Personnel, Sororities; Fraternities 
or any other individual or group to 
organize Group or inividual Travel 
to Montreal or Spring Break trips 
to Mexico and the Caribbean. Earn 
Extra C~e & Travel FREE. Ca.IL 
Jamie 1-800-782-0808 
Work Study Job-Exeter Public 
Library. $6/hr, shelving, shelf 
- ~ - ... ,_..'""' :- ~,._ . -.. - ·'•· --
' •.~ ' ' l ·~ ~· .:..;;:, " /, • _, ~~ ,.. 
1, 
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Classlfied 
.. :E~~r~~;;a:~~•·oiii:'%! 1 :111111111 ~, ;:~~~~~~lle~J1i!!"~hed 
UNIQUE GIFT! Songs cus-
tom written and recorded for 
friends, loved ones. Excellent 
quality. Rock, Country or Christ-
mas carols $29.95. Call (603)569-
Are you looking for extra income 
this semester? We have part-time/ 
· full-time positions available. Call 
.743-3261 after 5 p.tn. for details. 
MASSEUSE wanted . for busy 
executive. Experiencenotrequired. 
Must · be reliable 'and have own 
transportation. 1\vo to four hours 
per week; permanent position:. 
_$35/hr. 964-9301 (N. Hampton, 
NH) 
Disabled person m search 'of a-
persQnal care attendant. For 
· weekends · pay $6.25/jr. Job 
consists 0f personal grooming, meal 
preparation, food shopping 
accessable to students on campus. 
For more info. call 868-1986 please 
leave. a message. , 
Growi1.1g Telemarketing Agency 
seeks Well-Spoken, Self-Motivated 
Indikviduals. Flexible schedule, 
$6.00/jr c;Uter training. 743-4459 
contact Jody. 
HELP WANTED -Part-time 
Salesperson needed, to assist 
Manager in selling, pri_cing and · 
merchandising ski fashions. Apply 
-in person at Puti:iams Ski & Sport 
990 Lafayette Rd, Portsmouth, NH 
PARTY TIME & TRAVEL is looking 
for well organized, motivated 
students, ...__,_Resident Assis tanls, 
6157. 
PROFESSIONAL TYPING -
for students and professors. $1.25/ 
page. Pick up and delivery in 
Durham available. Call Jo-Anne 
at 332-6162. · 
1YPING/WORD PROCESS-
. ING, Professional quality, very 
reasonable prices, spelling accu-
racy included. Call Margaret Mo-
ran, 742-2037. 
HORSE BOARDING ATNEW 
STABLE IN LEE. 12X12 STALS, 2 
MILES FROM CAMPUS ON ROUTE 




Fox Run Mall, 
Newington, NH 
431-4355 
"Let us put your message on 
anything· 
· ll!~alli{l~:i~;}~ · SCREENPRINTING . ;' ';""'- ~- !t & i. ~,(, ?: -;-
EMBROIDERY . - FOR RENT: DURHAM Romm 1$,r, 
kitchenette & bath on the Oyster 
River. One mile to campus. $275/ 
mth. Mrs. Harris 868-5182 
DURHAM, Roo~at~ needed 2 
share 2 bedroom "apartment on 
Madbury Rd-. Walking Distance. · 
Call Pele. 868-6722 or 868-5182 
ROOMMATE WANTED FOR 
SPRING SEMESTER, 1989-90, IN 
FURNISHED DOVER HOME . 
KITCHEN, BATHROOM, 
LIVINGROOM AN0 DEN. RENT 
CHEAP - $150/MTH PLUS 
UTILiTIES. CALL 743-0906, 
PLEASE LEA VE MESSAGE. , 
Roommate, Portsmouth, non-
~moker, no pets, clean, responsible, 
student or professional for in-town 
roomy home on Karivan. Call for 
details after 5 pm, 436-0688 
FEMALE: Room available Spring 
Semester in House in Durham. 
Walking distance, affordabk, 
furnished. You must see it, please 
call 868-3890. 
ATTENTION G'Ment Homes from 
$1 (u-repaiI} Deiinquent tax 
property. Repossessions. Call 1:. 
602-838,-8885. Ext. GH 18587 
, ,~~i,~!~~$>{/(u;t® 
LOST - Gold Shrimp Ring -
Sentimental value. IF FOUND 
PLEASE CALL CATHY, 862-5696. 
REWARD$$$ -
WHOLESALE PRICING 
ACRES AVAILABLE FOR RIDING. 
$125PERMONTII.CALLBILL868-
2134 ORSTEVE 868~1480, EVE-
NINGS BEST 
Get into self-defen~e and 
~xcersice at HWANG'S SCHOOL 
OF TAEKWON-DO. 42 Main St. 
Dover, 7 43-6500. Call now for 
special semester ~tes. · 
WORD PROCESSING. Serv-
ices inciuded resumes, papers, 
reports, desktojfpublishing, mail-
ing lists/labels, tra_nscription, 
Quality Guarranteed. Student 
,discounts plus 10% off for new 
clients. Pickup and delivery avail-
able .. Call Cindy at Words & More 
(207)324-1834. 
'~~ _) C 
TRAVEL SALES - SELL SPRING 
BREAK PACKAGE TOURS TO 
JAMAICA AND MARGARITA 
ISLAND. EARN FREETRA VELAND 
EXTRA CASH. GREAT, SALES 
EXPERIENCE AND FLEXIBLE 
HOURS. CALL 1-800-426-7710. 
HEY, NEW HAMPSHIRE 
WOMENS RUGBY! Lit's bring 
home· a bigger and better trophy 
-from Mayors Cup! The other one 
is getting lonely. $crummies · 
rule, but the backs are learning! 
Hey you rookies, you show me 
nothing! Get on the ball! -_:The 
Big Head' . 
My long lost friend Jeff Stewart;, I 
fmally found you and of all · 
places UNH. - It's amazing what 
10 years can do to a person, you 
look great! Your friend Christine, 
or as you say Kristen. 
SVG How's the working world? 
Just wanted to let you know 
UNH isn't the same without you. 
Best of luck in your new 
apartment - love your girly. 
Thanks for another terrific . 
w~ekend, CURBY! Next time · 
dinner's on nie ... champagne 
tool 
PHI MU SPIRIT NEVER DIESI! 
Here's to a great semester 
everyone! Love Maria. 
Atomic Flight Rules! 
Kim, Kris and Kelly - I'm glad · 
thta you're all back. Hey, when's 
our big hour part??? - gue,ss 
who? 
Allyson and Amy - you two are 
the best big and little sisterslf I 
couldn't ask for anyone better! 
Love Maria. ' 
Masseuse wanted for busy 
executiv~: · Experience not 
required. Must be reliable and 
· have own tra:nsportation. 1\vo to 
four hours per week: . permanent · · 
position. $35/hr. 946-9301 
-~~A~ptor:i,,,Nij). ~. ~ 
for sale compact refrigorator, 
excellent condition, $45 - ask for 
Graham 862-2067. 
1985 VW Golf, blue, 5-speed, 4-
door, A/C, Cassette AM/FM, 
Cloth InteriQr. Gets 30-36 MPG; 
All Repair & Maintenance 
documented. Please. Call 659~ 
8414 after 5:00 p.m. 
FOR SALE: Custom built, 
elegant co-panel room divider. 
Six feet high, pine with cherry 
fmish. $900.00 or best offer. 
. 868-5222. 
Roomate wanted for spring , 
semester, 1989-90. In furnished 
Dover home kitchen, bathroom, 
· living room and den. Rent cheap 
- $150,00/month plus utilities. 
CalJ:743-0906, Please leave 
message. 
FOR RENT: Durham room and 
kitchenette and bath on the 
Oyster River. One mile to 
campus. -$275/montlf. Mrs 
Harris 868-5182. 
I 
Patty, Happy 21st birthday - Love 
John. 
Chris - thanks for being the best 
buddy in the worldl _Love you , 
always. Wendy xoxoxoxoxoxox. 
Barbie - Just wanted·to let you 
know you're a dool. Mr 'Ken 
Bubble. 
Congrats to the pledges of ALPHA 
CHI OMEGAIII Get psyched for 
an aweso~e semester. Love the _ 
sisters. 
A free gift just for calling plus 
raise up to $1,700.00 in only 10 
days. Student groups. 
fraternities and sororities needed 
for marketing project on campus. 
for details plus a free_gift, -group 
officers call 1-800950-8422, ext 
40. 
6 visits for $19 at TANORAMA of 
Durham 44 Main St. 86f?- l 70Q . . 
Open Mon: - Fri; lOa.m. - 7p.m. 
Sat lla.m. - 2.pm. 
T-shirts $10.00; sweatshirts 
$22.00, see Ray or Brian at 
Kappa Sig. 868-9855 or go to 
the table on Main St, every 
Friday. 
Need a change of atmosphere 
from the humdrum ·life of 
Durham? Housing available in 
-~furnished Dover home spring 
semester. · R<;nt very. reasonable. 
.Call 743-09(?6, pleas~ leave 
message . 
Professional Word Processing for 
your reports, documentation, 
manuscripts, thesis, etc. 
Experienced, efficient, reasonable 
rates, quick-return. _ Call Flash 
Fingers (Janet Boyle). 659-3578. 
Adoption. Infertile couple 
married 12 years anxious to 
adopt healthy white newborn. If 
you can help us call Marlene and 
Barry collect (203) 2.68-5123 
after 6;00 p.m. and weekends. 
Paid medical expenses legal and 
confidental. 
· T-shirts - $10, sweatshirts $22. · 
E~ery Friday o~ Main Street or 
call Brain or Ray at Kappa Sig, 
. S68-9855. . , . 
ADOPTION: Educated farm 
couple offers newborn love, 
stabi_lity, wond.erful life. 
Expenses paid; Call collet:t ·'.;c 
Susan and Alan (807)592-3384~ 
Mich;el - You certainly 
impre~s~ me in the LIMELIGHT 
this summer. Hope you haven}: 
forgotten this APACHE lady. . ,, 
Let's keep in touch: H. J9y } 
Mihesauh, 2728 N. la Verne, 
Tusmn, AZ 85712. 
Whert the stresses get to be too : 
much, take time out and call 
Cool-Aid·. Hotline 862-2292. 
Tapeline 862-3554. 
Yeah! Beth kicked the fan habttl 
· Now if she could' only do . .· 
something about those butts .... 
ChazHarperLesleyLorriBeth: Ht" 
roomies and neighbors! I hope' 
you had fun downtown last q.ig~t 
while I was working and typing in 
this stupid personal! Love you,.._' 
BBop. 
Kimberly Gail, stop taking those 
late night walks! I am happy for 
you and K., have fun! Love, B. 
PS-Are you sure that wasn't a 
BIG RED UGLY truck following· 
you around? 
LIZ- HAPPY BIRTHDAY • 
surprise I'm givingyou ,~"A",so 
you won't have to watch that . 
·digusting video. 
What are Mike and Ben doing in 
that darkroom? Enquiring 
Minds want to know. 
K. Limberopolis - Remember 
"Want some Vodka?" 
MMMMaybe. See you at 
conditioning - Love, B.Fran. 
\ 
, ./ 
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.Ritgby· on the Se, acoast How would you like ·your opinion on certain sports issues to 
Seacoast Club around nine years 
By Rick Yager Rugby Club merged. Rugby attracts all types, 
It'sSaturdayafternoon 'Finn Connell, a of athletes besides the obvious 
and while your out riding your Seacoast officer who ha,s been ex-football players. For instance, 
bike . you notice ; a very playing Rugby for 39 years, Langdon ran trackbeforehetook 
unfamiliar site. You advance says that the Seacoast Rugby up rugby. John Naples, an ex-
closer, trying to analyze the Club is "always looking for new soccer player, picked up the 
. situation. members," saying that the club, sport after having, "heard about 
On a 75xl 50 meter "wants anybody who wants to it from a friend," and says that it 
field, 16menfromtwodifferent play." is, "a: lot of fun." According to 
teams are huddled in a crab- Seacoast .president Connell, the only real · 
like formation . at midfield. A Doug Langdon said, "The requirementto play rugby is that 
veteran on the sideline begins Seacoast Rugby Club is open you have "got to be fit." -
to explain what is happening. to anybody, regardless of The Seacoast Rugby 
"The pack is scramming right experience." Connell points out Club has fall and spring seasons 
now. The pack consists of a that of the 32 or 33 active in which they, "practice a couple 
tight head prop, a loose prop, a players, .. probably half had of times a week and have games 
hooker ... " he continues. never played rugby before," and on Saturdays," said Naples. The 
Confused by this that, "the majority of players team is eager to accept new 
sudden influx of strange are from UNH," he said. . members and will .. pick up new 
termino,logy, you focus your The sport of rugby members any time," said 
attention back on the field, originated around 150 years Connell. 
wheretheSeacoastRugbyClub ago in England. The ball is Men interested in 
is hosting the Dartmouth Old similar to a large football. and joining the club can· call Doug 
Boys. · is moved up the field bya pass, Langdon at 433-1220 or Finn 
-The Seacoast Rugby kick or .carry. Methods uf Connelat436-0396. Women can 
Club, which has been in scoring are similar to American · contact the New Hampshire 
existence for nine years, was football, but rugby is a less Women's Rugby Club. 
formed when the now defunct structured and a more 
UNHRugbyCluband the Dover continuous game. 
be heard? Now it can happen-with 
the The New Hampshire's question 
of the week. Every Friday a question 
will 
I 
be posed relating to 
:professional as well as · collegiate 
athletics. · 
Question - 'Who should be 
quarterback for the New ,, 
-England Patriots? Why? 
Send your reaction to Adam Berg c / ,, 
o The New Hamp$hire Room 151 
Memorial Union Building. Please include 
your name, phone nurriber, and major 
with your reaction. Responses must be 
received by the following Th{irsday. On 
Friday, . so~e interesting responses will 
be printed in The New Hampshire, plus 
a new question_ will be posed. 
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Field Hockey-Statistics 
Scoring 
G G Asst Pts 
Brickley 10 9 2 11 
' Robinson 10 3 4 7 
Paveglio 10 2 2 4 
Canning 10 3 -0 3 
Geromini 10 2 1 3 
Brady 10 2 1 3 
Long 10 2 0 2 
Midura 9 1 1 2 
Zifcak 10 1 0 1 
Gaudette lO 1 0 1 
UNH 10 26 11 37 
OPP 10 8 9 - 17 
Goal tending 
G Min Svs S% Gs GAA so 
Gaudette 10 671 71 . 922 6 ' 0.6 7 
Gioffre 2 29 3 .600 2 4.8 0 
Team Totals 
G - Shots Gs Corners Svs 
UNH 10 246 26 153 74 
OPP 10 108 8 54 129 
Field Hockey standings 
(as of October 2) . · , - _ · 
Conference · Overall 
w L T w L T 
UNH 3 0 0 8 2 0 
BU 2 1 0 fr 2 0 
NU 1 0 0 6 3 1 
Maine 0 2 0 3 5 1 
Vermont 0 3 0 4 · 5 0 
Women's Soccer Stats 
(5-3) 
Scoring 
:a Gs As , Pta 
McLaughlin 8 7 3 17 
Sydlowski 8 7 0 14 
Weinberg 8 0 6 6 
.Young 8 .2 2 -1-- 6 
Bergeron 8 2 1 5 
Christie · 8 2 0 4 
Weston 7 1 1 3 
UNH 8 22 18 62 
OPP 8 11 5 27 
· Goaltending · 
G M Svs S% Gs GAA 
Lewis 7 497 62 .861 10 l_.8. 
Leonhardt 3 187 14 .933 1 0.5 
· UNH 8 720 77 .875 11 . 1.4 
OPP 8 720 79 .782 22 2.8 
Sat~rday's Yankee Conf.Games 
New Hampshire V. Northeastern 
·Richmond v. Boston U. 
Lock Haven v. M~e 
Connecticut v. Villanova 
Delaware v. Wm&Mary 
Rhode Island v. Massachusetts 
FOOTBALL STATISTICS 
Rushing 
G No Yds Avg. TD Long 
Ford 3 44 216 5.0 3 67 
Cripps 3 25 137 5.5 0 17 
Banbuty 3 19 85 4.5 0 11 
Gallager . 3 5 39 7.8 0 15 -
Griffin 3 18 17 0.9 0 15 
Bourassa 3 1 11 11.0 0 / 11 
Carr 1 4· 5 1.3 0 7 
UNH 3 116 510 4.4 3 67 
OPP 2 135 379 2.8 3 31 
, Receiving 
G No Yds Avg TD Long 
Gallagher 3 7 85 12.1 0 31 
Spittel 3 9 83 9.2 0 16 
Perty 3 6 76 12.7 2 25 
Braune 3 7 71 10.1 0 16 
Ford . 3 4 43 10.8 0 18 · 
Bourassa 3 2 40 20.0 ' 1 21 
Crtpps 3 3 25 8.'3 O · 12 
Banbury 3 3 22 7.3 0 10 
Donnelly 3 1 18 18.0 0 18 
UNH 3 42 463 11.0 . 3 31 
C)PP 3 50 700 14.0 4 41 
]Passing 
G Comp Att Yards Int TD 
Grifl1n 3 38 91 408 3 2 
Carr 1 4 10 55 - 2 1 
UNH 3 42 101 · 463 5 3 
OPP 3 50 85 700 0 4 
-
Punting 
a· No Yds · Avg LG 
Gordon 3 20 712 35.6 53 
OPP 3 19 679 35.7 . 61 
l)efensive 
G Ts - Asst Total 
Reap . 3 17 13 30 
Tychsen 3 12 10 22 
. Jordan 3 11 11 22 
Joy 3 11 9 20 
Beatty 3 12 7 19 
McGrath 2 8 7 15 
Aleva 3 8 7 15 
Grade. 3 8 7 15 
·.·, 



















Shikes 0-1 _ . 
McDonald 0-1 · 
Doubles 
Austin, Baker 0-1 
Baker ,Jackmin 2-2 
Herlihy ~ Brady 1-2 
Carlsori, . Burgess 1-1 
McDonald,,Kauf. 0~1 
Carlson,McDona 0-1 
Kaufman, Carl. 1-0 
Burgess, Shikes 2-2 
Austin, Baker 0-1 
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Carr returns 
from illness 
Wildcats looking (or 17th _ 
straight against Hliskies 
By. Jeff Novotny adequately." Bowes said. "We've 
Looking to even their run pretty well the last couple 
record at 2-2, the Wildcat of weeks. Delaware -was no 
football team heads to Boston slouch in theirrundefenseand 
this ~eekend to battle the we had over ~00 ya!"ds rushing 
NortheasternHuskiesinanon- against them,. " -
conference game (1:30 ' "Blit,ifforsomereason 
Saturday, Parsons Field). we're not able to run, we have 
The 'Cats might have confidence in Mark Carr and 
to rely on running back Kyle we'll throw it. We'lldowhatever 
Cripps once again as starting · it takes to win the game." 
tailback Norm Ford is doubtful Northeastern runs .the 
with a knee injm.y sustained wishbone offense, so the 
last week against Delaware._ Wildcats must be prepared to 
Cripps, who rushed 132 of the stop the run on almost eve-ry 
Wildcats 222 yards on the play. The Huskies running 
-ground last week earned co- . game is led by quarterback Dan 
rookie of the week honors in Daponde, who has rushed 94 
the Yankee Conference. times for 368 yards, a 3.9 
, . Mark Carr will replace average. Fullback Harold ScotL 
Matt Griffin as the starting has contributed 275yards on RandyHallhelpeclthecroucountryteamalong,whmlnghls 
quarterback this week Carr 65 carries (4.2 avg.) and third meet In a row (Michelle Adam photo) . . 
who replaced an injured Griffin halfuack Calvin Johnson has ~;...._---------===----'-----------
lastweekis fully recovered from ru( 4s_hoeadvg4.3). times for 1 73 yards 'l 'I io· -men· . ~au· It' his bout With mononucleosis. V V ~ 1 4 Griffin is available for back-up . Baponde has passed 
duty. only 16 times this season, 
Northeastern, owners completingsevenfor 146yards, t . p • d -
of a 3-1 record, hav~ posted two touchdowns 'and two O - roVI ence.· 
two consecu,tive . shutouts, interceptions. Back-up QB 
blanking Cornell (20-0) and Byron Hurt is one for two for 32 
Rhode Island (17-0). However, yards. Practice time a pro bl em 
theyhavenotbeatenUNHsince Bowes said, "One of __ 
l ~72, Bill Bowes' first -year as the keys whenever you play a 
UNH head coach. Since . then, wishbone offense is that your 
the Wildcats have won 16 secondruyhas toplaywell. They 
straight meetings; have option responsibility so 
The •cats are coming they have to come up and help 
off a 27-17 victory at Delaware on the pitches. But at the same 
lastSaturday. Thisweek'sgame · time they have to be 
ends a three game road trip. disciplined." 
Starting next week, the 'Cats "They have to recogniZe 
will play at Cowell Stadium - when it is a pass, so they can't . 
three games straight. · Just come flying up to the line," 
In beating Delaware he added. · 
last week, the Wildcats rushed 
for 222 yards. However, so far 
this season, the tough 
Northeastern defense has given 
up a total of only · 234 yards 
rushing, an outstanding 58.5 
yards allowed per game. Last 
week versus Cornell, they 
allowed just 25. 
"They're good, but I 
think that we can run the ball 
It appears that the 
ganie will be a tough defensive 
battle, one which the Wildcats 
appear to have a good shot at 
winning. Iftheycangetavict01y 
. this week, and then take 
_ advantage of the three straight 
home games, a season that was 
on the verge of being a wipeout 
just last week could turn out to 
be a spccess in the end. 
By Carol Christman 
"We were outclassed;" said 
WOJJlen's tennis Head Coach 
Russ Mccurdy immediately 
following the team's _ 7-2 loss 
against Providence on Tuesday. 
Mccurdy uses the word 
"outclassed" no so much 
referring to skill but to 
privileges. 
· "This [Providence] is a 
scholarship school with indoor 
courts," Mccurdy said. "We 
keep catching these . schools 
after rainy days, when we can't 
get a good practice in." 
Besides being unable to 
practice, the Wildcats arrived 
late for the match which 
resulted in only a ten minute _ 
warm up session. This lack of 
preparation was evident, when 
UNH lost all their singles 
matches. 
The ball did take a Wildcat 
bounce in the doubles. Wildcat 
teammates Liz Lerner and 
Sarah Tonna defeated Lynee 
Lutender and Carol Ann 
Murphyof Providence 6-1, 4-6, 
7-6(7-5). Also victorious in the 
doubles with a 6-0, 6- i win 
were Karen Bye and Jaymie 
Hyde ofUNH. 
Mccurdy thought the· 
'Wildcats success in "doubles 
was due to the fact that, "we _ 
were warmed up, and we knew 
what we were up against." 
The team's record now 
stands at 4-3; and-the Rams of 
Rhode Island come to visit 






the team is there simply 
for their love for the sport 
because there is no 
scholarship money available. 
This makes their record even 
more impressive, when one 
considers they compete with 
teams who give thousands of 
dollars in scholarships each 
year. 
1 Hall's goals for this 
season are to place in the top 
five at the New England meet 
and qualify for the national 
meet. This is not easy because 
only three people from this 
region can go as independents. 
The rest go with their teams.-
The Wildcats won't be 
going·. The team hasn't been 
placed in the top ten for the 
New England Coaches' Poll, 
but Hall feels the Wildcats will 
surprise evexyone, hopefully. 
with a top five showing. 
As for the future, 
graduation won't end Hall's 
career. He plans on going to 
graduate school after taking a 
year off. Whatever he does, · 






has Art been 
doing? 
''We play the 
Raiders this year? 
What's their record 




Coach Raymond Beny 
after being informed 
that Art Shell . was 
named head coach of 







Hall runs last race 
for UNH Saturday 
By Mike McNeilly 
If you have never had 
the privilege of seeing Randy 
Hall run. you have really missed 
something. This weekend Hall 
will try to cap off a near perfect 
season of cross country 
running, which will end his 
UNH career, against Maine. 
Out of four meets this 
season, Hall. has three firsts 
and a third. He has played a 
large part in the team's 7-2 
recor~t 
Hall, a quite modest 
individual, said that witnout 
his victories the team would 
have the same record and 
added. "the team has a really 
bright futu_re, it's hard to say 
who will be number one next 
year, there's so much talent." 
Hall _gives much credit 
· to Coaches Jim Boulanger and 
Walt Chadwick. Hall~left high 
school as a 4:36 miler, a fairly 
average time. Now he runs a 
mile in 4:06. This came from 
lots of hard ,work as well as 
smart coaching and training 
methods. · Even more 
impressive, he · holds school 
records in the 1, 000m, 1,500m, 
and 3,000m indoor events and 
the outdoor 1,500m. In 
addition, Hall is a biochemistry 
major with a 3.3 GPA. 
- · This whole season was 
really a pleasant surprise for 
Hall. coming to _school with a 
low-level of fitness due to a 
knee injury that occurred over 
the summer. Due to the injury, 
most of his training was 
confined to a pool or on a bike 
which set him behind early in 
. the season. · 
Displaying 
tremendous resilience, he had 
no trouble returning to top , 
form. With his slight build and 
soft-spoken voice, it-is difficult 
to imagine him as a highly 
driven, competitive individual. 
If you ever saw him 
sprint through the end of a 
race, you'd have no trouble 
unde·rstanding he means 
business on the course. Hall 
and fellow co-captain Steve 
Crainer feel that a good, not 
overly serious attitude is 
essential. Everyone on 
Hall , page 27 
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Sports 
Come on guys . can't you worksomething out? (sto7 page 25) 
Tennis splits a pair 
Edged Maine, but got trounced by~UConn 






y John Kelley 
For possibly the first 
ime in the school's history, the 
NH golf team qualified for the 
CAC Championships at the 
eth Page St. Park on the 
ifficult Black Course located 
n Farmingdale, NY. 
Maine won the 19 
earn event with a score of 311. 
NH and -Salem St. tied for 
econd with a score of.313. All 
ree teams qualified for next 
eek's championship. 
The sports information 
office has to check its records 
to see if, in fact the 1989 golf 
team has made history. 
The tournament, 
which was shortened to one 
day due to inclement weather 
was played on a difficult Ralph 
Myhre course on a bluste_ry 
day. 
third set killer instinct. This was a harder loss to fake than with , "The greens were double cut and it was windy 
Bates. We obviously-are in need of better conditioning. II and coltl," said elated Coach 
• I • ' 
. . Ken Pope. "Only three teams 
-said mens tennis coach Paul Berton offer UNH lost had half decent score~. The 
. . . conditions were tough ... 
four three set decisions to UConn. The ·cats iow scorers. 
By Chris Benecick 
After battling inclement 
weather and having a couple of 
matches postponed due to rain, 
the Wildcat men's tennis team 
finally got back ~nto action ·this 
past week, splitting two away 
matches. UNH defeated · 
University of Maine 5-4 and 
lost to UConn 7-2. 
In the duel against Maine, 
UNH's was missing ~ome top 
players due to illness ahd 
classwork, otherwise the match 
:might have been resulted in a 
more lopsided victory for the 
·cats. 
Even ·so, many younger 
play;ers got a chance to . 
showcase their talents for the 
first time and try to 4Dpress 
Co,ach Paul Berton. No. 1 -
singles player, Brian Baker, was 
one who did make the t;rip and 
he thoroughly outclassed 
Maine's John Tucker (6-2, 6-
i), while giving him a free lesson 
in how to serve and volley .• 
Kevin Carlson won at No. 2 
(7-5, 6-1) over Dan Fortaly to 
put UNH up 2-0 . . Maine's Bud 
Nolan came back at No. 3 to 
stop Clint Burgess (6-4, 6-1). 
Thre~ freshman rounded 
out the last spots for UNH but 
only one could walk away with 
the victory. Pete Kautman was 
downed at No. 4 (6-4, 6.:.4). 
- Shaun Austin: pulled out a 
gritty t}l.ree set win over Joe 
Donner (3-6, 6-3, 6~3). Later, it 
was revealed that Austin 
dedicated his first collegiate 
match to his longtime girlfriend 
Krista living in J)-oy, NH. "It 
was tough out there an,d I was 
real neivous, but I couldn't let 
my girl odhe teaµi down," said 
Austin. 
At No. 6 Dan Shikes, a 
nuclear engineering major, lost 
in three sets (4-6, 6-4, 4-6). 
UNH pulled out the win due 
to some great doubles play, 
taking two out of three. Carlson 
and Kautman teamed up to 
win (6-2, 6-4). While Burgess 
and Shikes clinched the match · 
with a big three set victory of 
(6-1, 4-6, 8,9) .. With the win, 
UNH improved to 2-2. 
UNH was again on the road 
this past Tuesday takirig on 
the Huskies of UConn. at 
Stoms. The final score of the 
match doesn't indicate its 
closeness as the Wildcats lost 
four three-set matches. UConn 
came out ahead 7-2, but the 
loss left' an acrid taste in 
Berton's mouth. "This was just 
a very disheartening, gut-
wrenching; excruciating loss," 
said a beleaguered Berton. "We 
should have won 6-3 easily. 
but the guys just didn't have 
· the third-set killer instinct. 1bis 
was a harder loss to take than 
with Bates. We obviously are in 
the need ofbetter conditioning." 
_ Once again, Baker played 
consistently at No. 1, beating 
Chris Hulett (6-4, 6-4). "The 
Winchester Rifle," Herlihy, was 
silenced by the "'Spanish 
Sword" Vidal Villas (3-6, 6-3, 
6-3). Carlson was a winner 
over Bob Dans (6-1. 6-3) for the 
Wildcats second and last win of 
. the day. Tom Jackmin, Eric 
MacDonald, and Burgess all 
lost their respective singles 
matches. · 
At doubles, Baker and 
Jackniin lost to Hulett and 
Villas (4-6, 6-4, 7-6). Hurley 
and Carlson fell (6-3, 4-6. 4-6), 
while MacDonald and Kaufman 
r-ounded out the doubles losers 
(7-6, 2-6, 4-6). -
With the loss, UNH's 'record 
dipped under .500 to 2-3. The 
Wildcats will try to rebound 
today when they face 
Powerhouse Providence at 3 :30. 
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Thompson (85, NH schoolboy 
champion) who each poste9 a 
77. Not far behind was Pat 
Stzurm with a , 79 and Mike 
Korcuba who turned in a 
respectable 80. 
"I'm still waiting for 
them to click together," Pope 
said. "It's usually been two play 
well and two play so so." 
The 'Cats started to 
play well ~t the ~ Tos-ki 
Invitational where they placed 
eighth o_ut of 24 teams · 
competing. 
"I was real happy," 
Pope said. "We were competing 
against many scholarship 
teams." 
The Black Course is a quite 
long and narrow track.· This 
could help the Wildcats since 
they are a long hitting squad, 
especially Eaton, Stzurm, and 
Thompson. 
"It is long like 
Portsmouth( 7200yards)." Pope 
said. "But there are a few more 
trees on it than. at Portsmouth." 
Portsmouth Country Club is 
about as barren as an Illinois 
com field in the dead of winter. 
"The competition Will 
be tough," Pope said. ..If we 
-shoot 71 or 78 as a team, I will 
be happy. The course is a real 
bear." 
